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The purpose of this study was to conceptualize a counseling style
called reconstructive therapy to develop a training model for training
counselors in the style, and to measure the effect of the style on
client verbal behavior. These instruments were specifically developed
for the training model: (1) programmed text which ' trained counselors
in the theory, definition and utilization of the style; (2) two sets
of twenty-four client statements to be role played. Three experienced
counselors were trained and each subsequently interviewed two clients.
All counselors were successful in completing the training program. The
content of all six sessions was typed, coded, and keypunched. A con-
tent analysis of the following six client dependant variables were then
obtained: indefinites ambivalent constructions, positive emotional words,
negative emotional words, self-references and total number of words.
These hypotheses were tested: (1) As a result of counseling, there
will be no significant difference on each of the six verbal indicators
as emitted by clients treated with the reconstiructive style and those
clients in the control treatment. (2) As a result of counseling with
the reconstructive style, client behavior on each of the six verbal in-
dicators will be predicted to occur in an ordered manner. (3) There
will be no significant difference on client behavior as measured by
six verbal indicators as a result of counselor influence. (4) There
will be no significant difference between counselor's use of the six
techniques as measured by the number of occurrences of each technique.
(5) There will be no significant difference between the effects of the
six techniques on each of the six client verbal indicators.
The results suggest that (1) the reconstructive style of counseling
utilized by trained counselors was effective in producing more client
verbalizations tnan the style utilized in the control treatment. (2) In
spite of the fact counselors did not demonstrate a significant differ-
ence in their use of the techniques except for probes, five of the six
verbal indicators were effected as a function of counselor influence.
Although a certain amount of the counselor's verbal behavior was con-
trolled, it did not account for the large variability among counselors
to differentially effect clients. Speculations were made concerning
the counselor's age, personality, attitude toward the counseling approach,
language style and non-verbal communication as influencing factors.
(5) The techniques were not significantly different in their ability
to effect the six verbal indicators.
Results of the study indicate that it is possible to conceptualize
a counseling style that is amendable to a specific training model for
counselors, thus allowing for some speculation as to the relationship
between a certain counseling style and certain client dependant vari-
ables.
The implications and limitations of these findings for counselor
training and education were discussed. Suggestions for further research
also were made.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
It is widely assumed that professionally trained counselors are
equipped and are capable of demonstrating certain behaviors, nebulously
referred to as counseling. Few counseling theorists have operationally
defined the variety of techniques in their overall style into constructs
which can be systematized, reproduced, and evaluated. Consequently, a
counselor may be able to differentiate among the theoretical philoso-
phies but is unable to differentiate or reproduce operationalized tech-
niques consistent with the overall philosophies.
Theorists have primarily concerned themselves with the conceptual
knowledge of counseling philosophies rather than the operational mechan-
isms of the philosophies. Consequently, counselor training programs
have required students to understand theory rather than treatment. Re-
search focus has also been skewed in the direction of investigating con-
structs such as anxiety, dependency, and positive regard within the
counseling interview. The total interaction process has been given
secondary emphasis in training programs as well as in systematic re-
search. Few models have been developed on an empirical basis for train-
ing counselors in a stylistic manner that specifies the "rules" of a
distinctive mode, that is the exact forms of expression that characterize
a given style or theory.
The leading theorists demonstrate as great a disparity in their
philosophies as in what they consider to be optimum training approaches
for prospective counselors. Therapists trained in a psychoanalytic model
are often required to undergo psychoanalysis (Allen and whitely, 1968).
2Other models include microcounseling (Ivey, et al, 1968)
,
T-groups
(Foreman, 1967), and the supervisory model (Patterson, 1964; Ekstein and
Wallerstein, 1958) . All of these models possess certain strengths but
most are limited because they do not adequately demonstrate the relation-
ship between theoretical notations and operational interactions of their
respective interventions, nor do they demonstrate that specific counselor
behavior leads to specific client response.
One of the most serious weaknesses of the models stated above lies
in the fact that they are described after behavior has occurred rather
than predictions before the fact. The micro-counseling, supervisory,
group dynamic and Tr-group models allow for great latitude of interpreta-
tion, personal and theoretical bias in a judgment of appropriateness of
a technique, and the manner in which technique relates to client outcome.
Very often the interpretation is forced to fit a theoretical bias.
To develop a more empirically based system would necessitate the
need to make predictions rather than explanations after the fact. A
training program that fits the empirical model would allow a counselor
to judge and make notations of his own behavior prior to its occurrence.
In turn, these self predictions would be validated against developed
criteria. In addition to predicting his own response, the effects of a
counselor's response on client behavior should be predictable if the
theorems of scientific methodology are to be demonstrated. Such a method
of training is far more objective than a post facto model, and has been
shown to produce reliable data (Hackney and Zimmer, 1970). It would
provide an opportunity to determine the effectiveness of the training
model as well as the effect of a style on client behavior.
3There are few adequate models for training counselors in the under-
standing and utilization of the operational techniques of a given style.
Counseling research in this area is in a primitive stage for lack of in-
strumentation and conceptual methods which measure the complex subject
of human interaction
, Until there are better methods to evaluate be-
havior change, verification of counseling theories cannot be performed
since one necessa’^ily relates to the other.
Another dimension of training is whether the counselor can produce
the operational techniques correctly within the prescribed style and
that his utilization of the techniques within the style are functionally
related to client behaviors. If an a priori training model can opera-
tionally define and train counselors to use the techniques of an overall
style in such a manner that the process will allow prediction, then we
have a far better methodology with which to evaluate the relationship
between counseling style and client dependent variables.
Purpose
The general purpose of this study is to train counselors by the
use of a "client-interactive" model, characterized by the use of trained
actor-client. The client interactive model is designed to simulate a
live counseling session by utilizing a trained-actor client during two
phases of the training program. This model was designed in an attempt
to offset any difficulties which might occur from a training model in
which the counselor does not meet with a client until the actual coun-
seling session. Using this model, counselors will be trained in the
4utilization of a reconstructive style of therapy which was developed
from basic constructs of psychotherapy. The main purpose of the study
is to determine if experienced counselors, trained under a highly speci-
fied training program, can produce specified client behaviors or depen-
dent variables.
The accuracy and directions of the predictions will be evaluated by
an analysis of verbal data as specified by six dependent variables:
1. The client will increase self-reference words as the counsel-
ing session progresses.
2. The client will increase positive emotional words used as the
counseling session progresses.
3. The client will increase negative emotional words used as the
counseling session progresses.
4. The client will increase the different kinds or types of words
used as the counseling session progresses.
5. The client will increase ambivalent constructions used as the
counseling session progresses.
6. The client will increase indefinites used as the counseling
session progresses.
Specific Hypotheses
There are five hypotheses being investigated in this study. Four
of these hypotheses deal with client related dependent variables; the
fifth hypothesis is concerned with a counselor related variable. The
five hypotheses are as follows:
51. As a result of counseling, there will be no significant differ-
ence on each of the six verbal indicators as emitted by clients
treated with the reconstructive style and those clients in the
control treatment.
2. As a result of counseling with the reconstructive style, client
behavior on each of the six verbal indicators will be predicted
1 to occur in an ordered manner.
j
3. There will be no significant difference on client behavior as
^ measured by six verbal indicators as a result of counselor in-
fluence.
I 4. There will be no significant difference between counselor's use
of the six techniques as measured by the number of occurences
of each technique.
i
5. There will be no significant difference between the effects of
' the six techniques on each of the six client verbal indicators.
Problem
’ There are three general problems related to the study. (1) concep-
j
I tualization of a style specifically reconstructive, that is flexible,
' taking counselor judgement and timing into consideration; (2) developing
I
a client-interactive training model; (3) developing validation procedures
j
that determine the effects of the reconstructive style on client behavior.
I 1. Conceptualization of a style : reconstructive
I
,
' The study will also develop a counseling style that is opera-
i
I
1 tionally defined, and can be replicated, and yet is flexible
i
enough to allow for counselor judgments, of appropriate
i
1 timing and utilization. The development of verbal constructs
I
I
I
6that correspond to previously identified techniques can be-
come so structured, so repetitive, and so syntactically re-
strictive, that the constructs allow no counselor flexi-
t'ility. On the other hand, if the verbal constructs are so
broad that there is no difference between certain operational
techniques, then the style may have no validity.
2. Development of training model : "client-interactive"
The study will develop a systematic training model with
built-in criteria that provide a method of reproducing and
analyzing counselor responses that are associated with client
dependent variables.
3. Determination of the effects of reconstructive style on client
behavior
The study will investigate the six client-dependent vari-
ables. In order to do this, a rationale for behaviors has
to be developed. A methodology for collecting and storing
data needs to be considered as well as the method for anal-
ysis. A computer program (Zimmer and Cowles, 1971) is opera-
tional but adaptations are needed for this study.
Training Model
Phase I. A programmed text was chosen for this study on the basis
of its ability to teach a complex task in a short span of time. The
program which is divided into three parts will teach the counselors the
following three aspects of reconstructive therapy:
1. The theoretical concepts of reconstructive therapy.
2. The definitions of the six techniques to be utilized in
reconstructive therapy.
73. The appropriate use of the techniques by giving examples
of their usage.
A programmed text as training and teaching instrxmnent allows a com-
plex concept to be presented without competing ideas and behaviors.
(Taber, Glaser and Schaefer, 1965; Fry, 1963; Holland and Skinner, 1961;
Leib, et. al., 1967).
The program was administered to graduate students and professional
counselors at the University of Massachusetts. They were instructed to
ask questions and to give comments about the program. Those frames
which seem to present the most difficulty and a high frequency of res-
ponse error were revised. A post test based on content within the pro-
gram will be administered to the counselors. An 80% correct response
score on the post test was considered adequate.
Three graduate students chosen as judges were trained in the recog-
nition of the operational techniques. They were given the programmed
text and post test; after which they will rate the operational techni-
ques from three typescripts designed specifically to test their knowl-
edge of the techniques. The two training steps for the judges will be
used to establish inter- judge reliability.
Phase 2 . In phase 2, the counselor will be required to demonstrate
his proficiency in two areas: (1) his knowledge by responding to state-
ments read by an actor client and designed to elicit from the counselor
techniques from the "reconstructive" style and (2) his ability to suc-
cessfully tag these techniques. Tagging is a method to allow the coun-
selor to differentiate his use of specific technique by pressing a
mechanism located on either arm of his chair.
8Phase 3. Each counselor will have a 30 minute session with a
trained actor-client. The trained client will role play a situation
based on a typescript of 24 statements designed to elicit the techni-
ques. Although the counselor does not have to respond to a specific
statement, each counselor must obtain 80% successful completion of 24
tagged responses with at least 2 correct responses in each of the six
techniques in order to complete the training program.
Reconstructive Style of Therapy
The reconstructive style of therapy contains many of the conven-
tional characteristics of psychotherapy in which the counselor focuses
on manifest and dynamic content. Manifest content referes to the client's
overt expressions - his outright verbal communications; and to that as-
pect of behavior that can be seen - his expressive movements, posture,
initial reactions and personal mannerisms. Dynamic content is essen-
tially inferential - the inferred forces that are presumably purposive
or responsible for the behavior observed, for example, hostility, fear,
guilt or depression.
The goal of reconstructive therapy, through identifying manifest
content and focusing on dynamic content, is to reshape the client's
learned behavioral patterns of coping with problems which have been non-
productive. Within the process of working through a problem, the client
should gain insight and introspection which will facilitate more effec-
tive methods of problem solving. In a reconstructive style, the coun-
selor takes a stance that gives explicit recognition to feelings.
Through the exploratory operations of probing, interpretation, and
clarification, the counselor deals with feeling and content which allows
9the client to relate past behaviors to present difficulties.
The reconstructive style of therapy is systematic, discriminating,
and objective. The style is systematic in that it has an opening, a
middle, and an end, contains the following characteristics:
1. the counselor makes implicit assumptions;
2. the counselor focuses on the dynamics of past events;
3. the counselor makes explicit references to feelings;
4. the counselor relates emotion and feelings to present situa-
tions.
5. the counselor facilitates the counselee in identifying, label-
ing and exploring the dynamics of past events, and relating
them to current emotions;
6. the counselor becomes a supportive person.
The style is discriminating in that it demands that the counselor
use precise timing and select manifest content to facilitate the six
characteristics above.
In making implicit assumptions, the counselor will make discri-
minations based on client contradiction in statements; non-verbal cues,
such as changes in voice, body movement, changes in facial expressions;
pauses, long periods of silence; abrupt changes of sxabject, as the
counselee deals with certain content. As the counselor focuses on the
dynamics of past events, in most cases he will discriminate between all
past events discussed and those which seem to relate directly to the
counselee 's present problem. The counselor's discrimination will be
guided by assumptions he has previously made as to the nature of the
client problem. As the counselor relates the client emotiom amd feel-
ings from past situations to present situations, he must discriminate
between those feelings and emotions which are most immediate in their
relation to present problems. The counselor will select and focus on
those emotions and problems.
As the counselor identifies, labels, and explores the dynamics of
past events and related current emotions, he must differentiate between
identifying, labeling, and exploring according to the counselee's need.
If the client is aware of the relationship between past events and pres-
ent difficulties, the counselor may need only to label. For example,
the client may be aware that his relationship with his parent is the
same as it was in the past; however, he may not be aware that many of
the conflicts with his parents stem from his fear to express anger
toward them. The counselor will point out the similarities of the
client's behavior, present and past, and perhaps label the feelings
underlying the behavior as anger. Hov/ever, if the client perceives no
relationship between the past and the present, the counselor will have
to begin exploring and eliciting information about the past which may
be related to the present. Thus, the counselor will have identified
those past events which influence present behavior. A counselor in
this style will discriminate the degree of support needed to maintain
a client's behavior in a positive manner. If the counselor is too
supportive, constantly making supportive statments, he may be prolong-
ing the client's feeling of dependency. If the counselor does not give
enough support, the client may terminate the counseling session or en-
gage in non-productive or counter-productive counseling.
The reconstructive style of therapy is objective in that certain
counselor behaviors can be defined as was discussed under systematic
11
and discriminating characteristics. Although one can not know what
stimulus the counselor has attended too, it is possible to make some
assumptions about a discrimination as well as the adherence to a sys-
tematic use of the style. These assumptions can be made by objectively
looking at the counselor's response within the reconstructive style
(Zimmer and Pepyne, 1970) . The style can be operationalized with the
use of the following techniques
:
1. interpretation
2. probing
3. clarification
4 . restatemen
t
5. relection
6. summarization
These techniques have been defined and operationalized by others
(Zimmer et al, 1970; Snyder, 1947; Bramner, and Shostrom, 1960).
An interpretation is operationally defined as a technique whereby
the counselor connects two client statements together which have been
stated by a client during any session. Interpretations are generally
statements which link or explain observations.
A probe is operationally defined as a technique that provides for
an examination of a counselor hypothesis, related to a client's communi-
cations. Probes are generally questions which elicit further informa-
tion from the client.
A clarification is operationally defined as a technique that pro-
vides for restatement of a previously ambiguous or conflicting state-
ment. Clarification statements restate the client's remarks but imply-
ing, by the use of specific verbs or intonations, that there is some
12
doubt or question on the part of the counselor as to the meaning of the
client remarks. The statements will be an open-ended comment.
A restatement is operationally defined as a technique whereby the
coxinselor brings content from counselee's past experiences to bear upon
new content being presently discussed. Restatements will integrate the
counselee's statements in a time perspective - statements about past
feelings and behavior to present behavior and feelings.
A reflection is operationally defined as a technique whereby the
counselor restates the client comment, giving recognition primarily to
the feelings and to the main substance of the statement. Reflections
are statements which are most directly related to the client's stated
intent, perceptions, and feelings.
A summarization is operationally defined as a technique whereby the
counselor, after listening to the client for a given period of time, re-
states one or more that the counselee has verbalized. Summarizing state-
ments generally organize given information so that the client can deal
more effectively with those aspects he perceives as most important.
Effects of reconstructive style on client behaviors
or dependent variable
The effects of reconstructive style on client was determined by
analyzing verbal data, specified by the six dependent variables pre-
viously mentioned. The reconstructive style which is non-directive in
approach allows and encourages the client to verbally express himself.
Each technique in the style prompts the client to verbally comm;xnicate
,
and as a result the client's verbal output will be greatly increased
because of the style.
13
Summary
In summary the overall procedures for this study are (1) the
theoretical development of the reconstructive style of therapy (2) the
development and implementation of a traininj program (3) the determina-
tion of the effects of the reconstructive style on client behavior.
Chapter 2 presents a review of literature on problems and issues
revelant to this study. The development and results of the training
program as well as the method for data analysis is presented in Chapter
3. The results of the analysis is the primary concern of Chapter 4.
And Chapter 5 discusses the results, limitations and implications of
this study.
CHAPTER II
review of literature
.Chapter II concerns itself with a review of the literature in four
areas related to the present study. These areas, in order of their pre-
sentation are: (1) training programs including the use of prograrrmed
text, and trained actor-clients, (2) theoretical rationale for a recon-
structive style of therapy, (3) experimenter Influence, (4) counseling
style with related enabling objectives, and (5) methodology with consid-
eration given to content analysis, prediction and client population. All
of the areas reviewed are related to issues that were posed in the more
broad questions of this study, and thus have been presented in terms of
their relationship to the specific problems at hand.
The articles included in this review were selected with several
points in mind: (1) their ability to support the present investigation,
(2) their ability to demonstrate the short comings of past research and
to underline the attempts of this study to overcome these problems.
Training Programs
The development and implementation of training programs in coun-
selor education is a widely discussed area. This section of the litera-
ture review considers the resource of various training programs. How-
ever the focus of the section is not aimed at reviewing the many kinds
of methods or instructions designed to train counselors in isolated
counseling skills but reviewing those training programs which are de-
signed in the context of a theoretical counseling approach.
15
There is a rarity of research in the literature which concerns it-
self wxth the issue of efficiency of counselor training programs. After
a review of the literature, Mattarazzo, Wiens, and Saslow (1966) con-
cluded that there is essentially no published research regarding the
teaching of psychotherapy, the supervisory process, how learning of effec-
takes place and how to teach psychotherapy effici-
ently. Many reports of training programs are available and it is evi-
dent that many psychotherapists talk about teaching, but few report sys-
tematic innovations, comparison of methods, and/or student skill before
and after a course of "instruction". In addition research fails to
show studies of training programs that at a minimum should contain;
(1) justification for training with a referent to client behavior, (2) a
control group or pre- and post testing, (3) a systematic description in
enough detail for easy replication, (4) multiple counselors or inter-
action effects, and (5) a discussion of its relationship to counseling
theory or process.
There are several studies, however, which investigate the pre- and
post behavior of students receiving training in psychotherapy. These
studies focus on one of the concerns of this study, counselor behavior
as a result of training. Although these authors were concerned with an
important issue, they neglected to consider the complexity of the inde-
pendent variables, the instructional procedures, and the evaluation in-
struments. In spite of their short-comings, these are the only studies
which make an attempt at dealing with the problems of measuring coun-
selor training effectiveness.
16
Palmer, Fosmire, Breger, Stranghan, and Patterson (1963) described
a pilot study in which two training procedures were compared. Assuming
that imitation is a major aspect of the learning process in psychotherapy
training, the authors compared the relative effectiveness of conventional
personal supervision with teaching based on therapy tape recordings plus
certain supplementary materials. Learning under both control and experi-
mental conditions was compared by each student's pre- and post training
interview behavior with that of his supervisors. The authors used ten
criteria to measure the pre- and post training including a number of
Snyder's coding categories, Harway's depth of interpretation scale, a
questionnaire designed to measure one's theoretical rationale for therapy,
a set of "self" ratings of appropriateness of response and a number of
objective measures of verbal activity. The findings suggested that the
experimental students trained with tape and commentary changed their
responses to be more like their supervisor's than did the control stu-
dents who were given individual supervision. Blocksman and Porter (1947)
measured some differences in counselor interview behavior, before and
after a six weeks' training session in the client-centered view point.
The program was composed of (1) daily lectures, the topics influenced
greatly by the interests of the learners, (2) daily group and sub-group
discussions which were, in part, group therapy, (3) first hand experi-
ence with counseling, and discussion of recorded sessions, (4) analysis
of recorded and transcribed interviews which had been conducted by
trained staff members and therapists of differing orientations,
(5) opportunity for personal therapy, and (6) concentrated intimate,
informal association. Among the participants, 37 of the 100 trainees
17
were measured for the extent to which client-centered procedures were
learned. The pre- and post measures consisted of a paper and pencil
test and two live interviews. The findings suggest that a marked change
took place ^n the student's interview behavior over the six weeks train-
ing. Their pre-training comments contained 84% directives and 11% non-
directives whereas in post training their comments contained 30% direc-
tives and 59% non-directives.
Materazzo, Phillips, Wiens and Saslow (1965) reported on the first
of the three groups of sophomore medical students who had been elected
to take summer internships in psychiatry. The first aim of the study
was to define certain dimensions of the students initial interviewing
behavior before intensive eight weeks experience and instruction in psy-
chotherapy. The second aim was to measure the amount and direction of
change, after instruction. The interview behavior was rated good, fair
or poor under four categories of a check list of therapist error be-
havior. The four categories were: errors of focus which included be-
haviors such as stops exploration, changes topic abruptly; faulty role
definition which included behaviors such as laughs when inappropriate,
cross examines patient, argues authoratively or dogmatically; faulty
facilitation of communications with behaviors such as interruptions,
guesses of fact; and other errors which included behaviors such as
irrelevant or unprofessional statements; asks patient own interpreta-
tion of question to which he could not be expected to know the answer.
The findings showed that the students as a group had altered their be-
havior in a direction desired by the instructional staff but individual
differences still persisted among them.
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Although these researchers have given important consideration to
one aspect of training program, they have failed to present a sound
philosophical, theoretical and methological investigation of a coun-
sslor training program. In the same fashion, other researchers have
investigated various "counseling skills", giving special attention to
the rigor of their research designs. DiMattia (1970) has reported the
effectiveness of video-taped and programmed instruction in teaching dis-
crimination learning. In another approach, Ivey, et al (1968) discussed
the use of micro-counseling, a video method of training counselors in
basic skills of counseling behavior. Kagen and Krathwohl (1965) dev-
eloped an interpersonal process recall (IPR) technique for probing more
deeply into an individual's thoughts and feelings as he enteracts with
others. The IPR technique involves the video taping of an interaction
usually involving two persons in a specially designed studio. The
video tape is then replayed in a recall interview wherein participants
are able to relive their experience. They are helped in the inter-
action by a trained recall interviewer. The use of IPR was studied in
several contexts including counselor education. There were three
treatment groups: (1) One group of counselors received the regular
IPR method in which client but not counselor interrogation was conduc-
ted. Members of the IPR staff served as interrogators and as super-
visors for the counselors. The counselor listened to an audio record-
ing of the two hour recall session of his supervisor and his client and
watched an uninterrupted playback of the half hour interview. He then
met with his supervisor for half an hour of supervision. (2) Group two
was treated like group cnecxcept that in place of a video tape recording
19
only an audio tape recording was made of the original counseling session.
Client recall with the supervisor was then also based on an audio tape
rather than on a video tape. (3) The third treatment was the conven-
counseling practicum in which the counselor records the counsel-
ing sessions on audio tape, listens to the playback and then receives
supervision.
Segments of the video tapes were submitted to judges who used coun-
selor effectiveness scales to evaluate them. No significant differences
were found to exist among the three treatments. However, one of the
biggest failures of these studies lie in their inability to demonstrate
the relationship between the skills and concept, and any counseling
theory or process; a relationship that would provide a more integrated
system of thinking in terms of counseling theory, and behavior. They
also have not shown that subsequent client behavior changed as a function
of counselor behavior.
Cartwright, Kirtner and Fiske (1963) investigated the factorial
structure of changes concomitant with client-centered therapy. Most
of the variables were differences obtained by subtracting the pretherapy
scores from the corresponding post therapy scores of each of 93 clients.
The first 4 factors seem to reflect: change in favorableness of client-
self evaluation, change in adequacy ratings based on the TAT, therapist's
perception of change and change on HS and HY from the MMPI. As measured,
the changes associated with short psychotherapy cannot be adequately
represented by a single global rating or by scores for personality traits
defined either broadly or narrowly.
Although there was reference to the fact that the counselors were
trained in client—centered therapy , there was no detail as to the nature
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of that training. Thus the "independant variable", namely training of
the counselors in client-centered therapy was not explicity presented
for clarification or replication.
At this point, It is apparent from the review that the major focus
of research has been directed toward discrete counseling behaviors and
skills rather than integrating multiple counselor behaviors into a total
type of counseling repertoire. By integrating multiple counselor be-
haviors into a specific counseling style, this study will attempt to
bridge the gap between specific counselor responses and a well developed
counseling style. Such an integration should lead to a training program
that is methodologically lucid and easily replicated. The training pro-
gram is developed to insure that the trainee has a good conceptual un-
derstanding of the counseling style, and that all trainees, having com—
plated the program, can function at a given level of proficiency.
Reconstructive Style of Therapy
The development of reconstructive therapy stemmed from a psycho-
analytic orientation. The intent of the present review of literature
is to guide the reader to sources of some of the classical psychoanaly-
tic, and psychoanalytically oriented readings. An in depth review of all
psychoanalytic writings is beyond the scope of this study. In addition,
the review presents a discussion of points emphasized in psychoanalyti-
cally oriented therapy that are most revelant to this study. The
following paragraphs give a more detailed description and discussion of
the rationale underlying reconstructive therapy.
The concepts and theoretical rationale for classical psychoanalyti-
cal and psychoanalytically oriented therapy are widely documented by
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Freud (1929, 1933, 1935), Adler (1917, 1927a, 1927b,) Ansbacher and
Ansbacher (1956), Dreikurs (1950, 1959), Fromm (1941, 1947, 1955),
Homey (1937, 1939, 1945, 1950), Jung (1954), Dry (1961), Rank (1947),
Sullivan (1947, 1953, 1954), Harper (1959), Thompson (1950), Munroe
(1955)
,
Ford (1963)
,
and Stein (1961)
.
The major premise, that the counselor focus on manifest and dynamic
content, on v;hich reconstructive therapy was founded, is more character-
istic of the psychoanalytically oriented therapies. Patterson (1966)
states that "psychoanalytically oriented psychotherapy is certainly less
rigid and more flexible than standard psychoanalysis. In the controversy
between insight and emotional experiencing, which has been going on out-
side psychoanalytic circles as well as within them, psychoanalytically
oriented psychotherapy places the emphasis upon the latter (p. 333)".
Bordin (1966) further states that in "maintaining a cognitive-conative
balance, the counselor can encourage either the cognitive or the cona-
tive aspects of the client's communication by his reactions. Focusing
upon a feeling leads to its disappearance. When a client intellectual-
izes thereby repressing feelings and emotions, he needs to be encouraged
to express them more freely, relaxing efforts to control or analyze them
(p. 292) ."
It was incumbant upon reconstructive therapy to devise a process
for accomplishing the same objectives as standard psychoanalysis but
in a shorter and less intellectual manner. Alexander (1963) pointed
out that "helping unconscious material to become conscious is an in-
dispensable part of the therapy" (p. 39)
.
Thus reconstructive therapy
was conceived in an attempt to make standard psychoanalytical therapy
more amendable to the training of counselors, and to the needs of
clients requiring short-term intervention.
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Programmed Instruction
Since a program text was used in the study, a review of literature
on programed instruction is undertaken in this Chapter to direct the
reader to sources of past research. It is not the aim of this review
to cover all research or programmed instruction but to guide the reader
to comprehensive reviews, articles and books for a more detailed under-
standing.
There has been wide and extensive research on programmed instruc-
tion and as a result, there are many adequate reviews available in the
literature, A good suxnmairy of the basic elements have been presented
by Schram (1962): (a) an ordered sequence of stimulus items, (b) to
each of which a student responds in some specified way, (c) his res-
ponses being reinforced by immediate knowing of results, (d) so that he
moves by small steps, (e) therefore making few errors and practicing
mostly correct responses, (f) from what he knows, by a process of success-
ively closer approximation, toward what he is supposed to learn from the
program. Two excellent sources on research conducted with programmed
materials have been compiled. Hendershot (1967) presents a bibliography
of programs and presentations devices. In addition, this loose leaf
volume contains an annotated reference section. The second source, a
Programmed Instruction Guide (1967)
,
compiled by Northeastern University,
lists periodicals, literature reviews, and current programs related to
programmed instructions. Lumsdaine and Glaser (1961) , deGrazia and Sohn
(1964)
,
Ofiesh and Meirhenry (1964)
,
Rouch (1965)
,
Filep (1963)
,
Glaser
(1965) , and Calvin (1969) all contain extensive reviews of research on
programmed learning. The Office of Education has sponsored many studies
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in programmed instructions which are part of the ERIC system which can
be located in The Office of Education Research Reports 1956-1965 Indexes.
This volume lists forty studies in the area of programmed instruction,
and an additional fifty on specific program materials and texts.
Although the research indicates the effectiveness of programmed in-
struction as a teaching method, there has been a dearth of studies which
demonstrates its applicability to counselor training. For use in this
study a programmed text has been devised as an essential instrument of
the counselor training program, and will demonstrate the value of such
a tool for future programs.
Trained Actor-Client
The use of a trained actor-client in the study necessitates consid-
eration be given to this subject in the review of literature. This re-
view will not be concerned with the use of trained actor clients in
broad and varied research investigations. The primary concern of the
review is with those studies which have utilized trained-actor clients
in a training program that has a theoretical counseling orientation.
The use of coached client in counselor training has been a widely
used methodology. Carkhuff and Alexik (1967)
,
Pierce, Carkhuff, and
Behrenson (1967)
,
Kelz (1966)
,
Heller, Myers, and Kline (1963)
,
have
all investigated the effects of coached clients in counselor training.
Kagan and Krathwohl (1965)
,
and DiMattia (1970) employed the use of
drama students to act out the problem of emotion to which the counselors
were to respond. Whiteley and Jakubowski (1969) developed a procedure
to maintain client consistency by: (a) development of a general con-
cept of the content of the client's role; (b) incorporation of specific
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information about the coached client in a cumulative folder to be used
by the counselor; (c) development of specific client statements as essen-
tial aspects of the client's role; (d) training the coached client to in-
corporate all essential statements into his role; (e) assessment of client
consistency across interviews with different counselors. However most
research studies have failed to establish and maintain consistent client
performance
.
As a result, studies have been unable to give an evaluation of the
counselor's response according to specific coached client statements, or
to a theoretical rationale. Moreover, the counselor's responses have not
been investigated in terms of their relationship to client outcome in
live counseling sessions. This study sought to demonstrate the important
viability of utilizing a coached-client in training counselors a specific
counseling style. Thus, the coached client's statements and trainee's
responses are directly related to a counseling style as well as to even-
tual counselor-client interaction.
Experimenter Influence
Most studies in counseling have ignored the effects due to counselor
influence or interaction. Researchers have reported the influence of
counselor effects ex post facto rather than posing this question before-
hand. This study will attempt to avoid this shortcoming by analyzing
the effect of counselor influence on client responses.
The literature reveals that researchers have been quite aware of
the influence of experimenters upon variables being investigated as well
as the differences between experimenters when comparative studies are
made. As a result, researchers have sought to measure and define the
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experimenter influence and differences. Masling (1960) who investigated
the examiner variable in diagnostic testing found the examiner's influ-
ence so strong that he questioned the value of the diagnostic testing.
A series of experiments concerning the attitude of the experimenter to-
ward his experiment and subjects demonstrated that the attitude of the
experimenter significantly influenced the behavior of the subjects
(Rosenthal, 1963; Rosenthal and Fobe, 1963; Rosenthal, Vikan-kline,
Pesinger, and Fobe, 1964) . Experimenter effect has not been restricted
to the behavior of human subjects but has had equally measurable effects
on animal subjects. (Rosenthal and Lawson, 1964, Rosenthal and Fobe,
1^^^/ Harris, Piccolino, Roback, and Sommer, 1964.) One of the diffi-
culties in experimental differences is that research enables the inves-
tigator to compare experimenters but it does not enable him to determine
what there is about the different experimenters which have lead to them
obtaining different results. Binder, McConnell, and Sjoholm (1957),
using one male and one female in a verbal conditioning experiment, found
that the two experimenters differed significantly in the learning rates
which they obtained from subjects. They concluded. . "future research
could be profitably directed toward determining the specific personality
and/or physical characteristics of experimenters which lead to differen-
tial learning effects, the type of learning situations in which effects
occur, and the constructs from learning and personality theory which
account for the phenomena" . There have been several studies in which
more than one experimenter was employed and in which comparisons were
made (Ferguson and Buss, 1960; Salzinger and Pisoni, 1960; Verplanck,
1966). The set used by Weiss, Krasner and Ullmann (1960) was a hostile-
non-hostile interaction between two experimenters and their respective
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subjects. Kanfer and Karas (1959) contrasted praise and criticism in-
teractions before the experimental session. Although the main thrust
of the study was to investigate the reciprocal' effect of client-coun-
selor interchange on a friendly-hostile dimension, Lyle (1968) conclu-
ded that clients' responses are, in some degree, influenced by differ-
ential counselor verbal responses. Dolhenty (1967) and Crowley (1970)
investigated verbal reinforcement in "quasi-counseling" situations; and
in spite of adherence to a strong experimental methodology, they repor-
ted differences in results for counselors involved. Arbuckle (1967) in
discussing different kinds of counseling, concludes that what appear to
be the significant differences in kinds of counseling are, rather, differ-
ences in counselors. In speaking about the counselor, Kell and Mueller
(1966) said "He may learn of technical aids such as tests; he may learn
techniques; he may read widely and copiously about people;
he may even attempt to copy the behaviors of those who are regarded as
experts; ultimately, what he brings to his encounters with his client
is himself (p. 65)". Researchers have singled out a myriad of experi-
menter variables which have influenced client behavior such as experi-
ence, (Bohn, 1965; Demos & Zuwaylif, 1963; Grigg, 1961; Parloff, 1956),
sex, (Sarason & Minard, 1963; Stevenson & Allen, 1964), or personality,
(Brams, 1961; Snyder, 1961; Carkhuff, 1966; Hill and Green, 1960; McCain,
1968). On the other hand, perhaps the experimenter's influence is due
to a combination of all these variables or any combination of them.
Perhaps those counselors who are designated as ineffective are, as in-
dividuals, the significant variable rather than the various techniques
or coiinseling style which they might be using. Truax (1966) hypo-
thesizes that the "high condition" therapists are effective because
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they are more potent positive reinforcers, and because they elicit a
high degree of positive effect in the patient, while "low condition"
therapists are ineffective and produce deteriorative change in patients
because they are noxious stimuli who serve primarily as aversive rein-
forcers." Kuntz, Delprato, Matte, Persons and Schappe (1965) provide
the reader with an excellent review of the literature on experimenter
effect.
In light of the research presented on counselor influence, a hypo-
thesis has been postulated in this study to determine the impact of
that influence on the dependent variables.
The Relationship Between Counseling Style and the
Change in Client Variables
One of the most frequent criticisms of studies which investigate
client change is failure of those studies to isolate the independent and
dependent variables. This is highly characteristic of studies which
purport to have measured certain client changes as a result of a parti-
cular counseling style. The counseling style is assumed to be an inde-
pendant variable regardless of, and in spite of the varied counselors'
training.
The literature has failed to produce any studies which systemati-
cally investigate the relationship between a counseling style and sub-
sequent client behavior. Volsky, et all (1965) state that "in past years
many published studies have attempted to deal with the effectiveness of
counseling or psychotherapy in producing certain outcomes. By and large
they have been poorly designed and executed. More often than not, they
have suffered from the absence of appropriate experimental controls,
the use of unstandarized data collection methods (often on irrelevant
or oversimplified outcome dimensions) , and inadequate specification of
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the treatment method and the characteristics of counselors and clients
employed in the study (p. 26.)". Researchers seem to have focused on
one or the other aspect of the problem, either
'
process
,
or outcome. Re-
gardless of the focus, research reports have failed to shed a great deal
of light on process or outcome in counseling. Experimental investiga-
tions of counseling techniques and style tend to vaguely define the ver-
bal parameters of the techniques, and if they do, they tend to overlap
their meanings. In addition, the techniques are usually not related
or integrated into a stylistic counseling approach.
On discussing research in this area Whitely and Allen (1969) con-
cluded that "there is far too little specification in most studies to
allow for any meaningful replication of them. Worse, there is virtu-
ally never enough specification to allow for a reasona±>le comparison be-
tween practice in other settings and that which the study in question in-
vestigated. General labels abound, eg., "traditional insight therapy",
psychoanalytically oriented treatment", "client-centered therapy",
"gestalt therapy (p. 87)".
Jenks, Scwartz and Dubitzky (1969) investigated the relationship
between three extremely individualistic counseling styles and the cessa-
tion of smoking by the client. The styles which were developed by the
three counselors involved were "rational persuasion", a directive,
agressive, "crusading approach" and the third, the "whole man" approach.
The authors concluded that the crusading approach which was implemented
by a recent ex-smoker was the most effective in changing client smoking
behavior. This study suffers from a lack of specificity in defining
the verbal parameters and techniques of each style and thus making it
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impossible to duplicate them. Furthermore, the outcome variable was so
vaguely labeled that outside of total smoking cessation, it is impossi-
ble to determine what counselor behavior was causing what client behavior
and to what extent.
Through factor analysis of typescripts, Zimmer and Pepyne (1970)
have been able to specify some of the verbal interventions employed by
three well-noted therapists. Using this knowledge it would be possible
to train counselors in these "styles" and then, relate the intervention
of this style to client outcome variables. More importantly, it would
erase the need for ex post facto analysis of counselor verbal behavior,
provided that there was consistency in counselor performance.
Ashby, Ford, & Guerney (1957) compared two counseling styles in an
attempt to determine their effects on client behavior. One style was
referred to as reflective therapy, modeled after the Rogerian approach,
and consisted of four verbally defined counselor responses: restatement
of content, reflection of feeling, non-directive leads, and non-directive
structuring. Leading therapy the second style was built around the
approaches of Dollard and Miller, and Fromm-Reichmann. It consisted of
nine therapist verbal responses: directive leads, interpretations,
directive structuring, approval, encouragement, suggestion, advice, in-
formation giving, and persuasion. The authors developed a rationale for
each of the styles and integrated the techniques into a coherent coun-
seling approach. Unfortunately the authors did not follow through with
a systematic and well-developed training model. The ten experimenters
were trained by role playing sessions, discussions and reading typescripts.
As a result, there was no measure of counselor performance before actual
counseling occurred I Four of the ten therapists, once in the live situa-
tion, refused to use the style consistently, and deliberately employed
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other techniques when they thought them to be more appropriate. Thus
only the remaining six therapists and their clients were included in
the principal statistical analysis. Five findings were discussed:
(1) the two therapies produce different effects on clients (2) pre-
therapy characteristics of clients related differentially to client re-
actions to the two types of therapies (3) individual therapists created
effects on their clients independant of the type of therapy
(4) selected therapists characteristics were not related to the kinds
of relationships established and (5) the interaction of the therapist
as an individual and the type of therapy he is employing affects clients.
Todd and Ewing (1961) investigated the changes in self-reference
during counseling by measuring the occurrence of negative, neutral, and
positive self-references with before and after testing. This d:udy,
fails to define positive, neutral or negative self-reference in any de-
tail for the reader. Furthermore, "counseling" was considered an inde-
pendent variable possessed by eight psychologists whose counseling ori-
entation was not even specified. Bergman (1951) examined the relationship
between counselor's use of non-directive therapy and client responses by
analyzing process from recorded verbal behavior of clients and counselors.
The author reports that he found a relationship between the counselor's
use of techniques and client responses. However, this study like others
fail to look at some very important issues: (1) The study investigated
only one portion of the process rather than the total verbal behavior.
The author analyzed the client's total verbal expression in which a re-
quest is made for a counselor evaluation, the total verbal expression of
the counselor immediately following presentation of this request, and
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the total verbal expression of the client immediately following this
counselor response. (2) There was no investigation of effects result-
ing from experxmenter influence. That is, the study did not consider
the fact that a individual counselor might have been differentially
affecting client responses. (3) There was no discussion of the. techni-
ques in reference to a training program, counseling theory and/or rationale.
(4) Definitions of the techniques were applied ex post facto, and (5) There
was no report of consistency in performance between counselors.
An ever increasing emphasis is being directed toward research in
the field of behavior modification. The dicussion deals with some of
those investigations that have employed behavior modification paradigms
to effect client verbal behavior.
As one reviews the literature it is apparent that there are an ever
increasing number of behavior modification studies which employ an operant
conditioning paradigm to effect verbal behavior in clients. Myrick (1969)
demonstrated the efficacy of a model, audio and video taped, in increas-
ing the frequency of self-referents during counseling. In another investi-
gation, Kennedy and Zimmer (1968) explored the ability of specific coun-
selor responses to increase the occurrence of self-reference statements
by clients in a quasi-counseling session. Long (1968) examined the
effects of pre-training procedures on client behavior during initial
counseling as measured by (1) quantity of words spoken by the client
during the interview (2) number of first person pronouns used, (3) number
of present-tense verbs used by clients and (4) Depth of Self-Exploration
Scale developed by C. B. Truax. Long concluded that his findings indi-
cated the superiority of exposing counselees to a film of a pretraining
model to affect their verbal behavior.
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Methodology in Data Analysis
Data from studies of psychotherapeutic interviews have been handled
in a myriad of manners. The main purpose of this section is two fold.
One is to guide the reader to sources that discuss the method of data
analysis used in this study, namely content analysis. Secondly, this
section presents a review of those studies which have utilized content
analysis in vestigating the same variables that are of concern in this
study.
The use of content analysis in psychotherapy is very prevalent and
has been reflected in the literature for many years. Auld and Murray
(1955) reviewed over 75 studies dealing with content analysis of recorded
psychotherapeutic interviews. Marsden (1965) in reviewing over 100 stu-
dies concerned with content analysis of the therapeutic interview, divi-
ded the reviews into three models: (1) the classical, (2) the pragmatic,
and (3) the nonquantitative. He concluded that "content analysis metho-
dology tends to treat the problem of unit and category selection as
relatively unrelated issues, and that this tendency is manifested in
most of the studies". He noted that the categories selected were rela-
ted to the problem but the unit, on the other hand, reflected only a
method to divide communication material into parts in a systematic way.
A final criticism of these studies was the use of redundancy. It
appeared that researchers have either been unaware of, or chose to ignore,
the research that had already been reported. In studying suicidal and
non-suicidal individuals' language behavior, Osgood and Walker 1959 ex-
plored the use of content analysis in predicting the language differences
from suicide notes and ordinary letters. Among ether variables, the
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authors investigated ambivalence constructions and type token ratio
which they found to be significant factors in distinguishing between
suicide notes and ordinary letters. Zimmer (1965) investigated the
ability of content analysis to distinguish between counselor and teacher
responses by eight language categories. In examining evidence of change
during counseling, Kent (1967) explored four language categories through
content analysis. The four categories were (1) the tense of the verb
used in the self-referent, (2) the syntactical relationship between the
subject and the object of the self-referent, (3) the association-analogy
relationship between the subject and the object of the self-referent,
(4) Kelly personal construct categories. The author concluded that al-
though he could differentiate between the most improved and the least
improved from this method, he would recommend for future research that:
(1) the language of both the counselor and client should be simultaneously
siibjected to analysis, and (2) counselor training and philosophy should
be treated as independent variables.
The Prediction of Client Responses as a Result
of Counseling Style
One of the most important aspects of research is prediction. How-
ever, in the field of counseling, there are very few attempts to make
predictions concerning the relationship between client-responses as a
function of counseling style. The following section discusses some of
the problems which have made this a difficult task, and how the present
study attempts to overcome these difficulties.
As a canon of science, prediction has been one of the aspects of
research in the relationship between counseling style and client be-
havior most frequently neglected. The problem lies in the vagueness
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of the style, the lack of adequate training programs to train ther-
pxsts, and the lack of specificity in desired client outcome. The
larger problem resides in the fact that most researchers have focused on
one aspect of the problem rather than giving equal consideration to the
three components mentioned above. Counseling is considered to be an
independent variable, and there are no criteria to measure the effec-
tiveness of counselor training when it exists. Thus it is almost im-
possible for a researcher to attempt to make predictions about client
response as the result of a counseling style. There are very few, if
any
,
studies in the literature which deal with this problem. For ex-
ample, Barrington (1961) sought to predict from counselor's verljal be-
havior, client's perception and case outcome. The study failed to de-
fine exactly what was meant by outcome and makes little or no reference
to any client verbal behavior during counseling. Counseling is assumed
to be an independent variable with no mention of the counselor's style.
In addition, the counselor's verbal behavior was analyzed after the
fact rather than some measure of the behavior before counseling too.
The literature failed to produce any other studies which specifically
deal with prediction of client behavior as a result of a succinct coun-
seling style implemented by trained counselors.
In order to deal with this problem, the present study has concerned
itself with two important issues: the counseling style and the train-
ing program. The counseling style, an integration of multiple coiinselor
behaviors, will be syntactically and theoretically developed such that
it will be amenable to a systematic training approach. The training
approach will be devised in a manner that allows for evaluation of coun-
selor performance during actual counseling sessions. Since the style
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will be well defined, and the training program will insure that coun-
selors are performing in a consistent manner, it will be possible to
make some predictions about client behavior based on the theoiry of the
style.
Effects of a Specific Counseling Style on a Specific
Client Population
Client population is an extremely important variable factor which
has to be considered in making generalizations from the findings of any
study. It is of particular importance where discussing the effects of
therapy on clients. This portion of the review of literature concerns
itself with the relationship between the client population, and the
client variable as a function in the counseling style.
Researchers have referred to client population as though it was a
homogenous group. Little consideration is given to the issue of coun-
seling effects on clients with specific characteristics. Clients are
treated as though they are all the same and as if counseling will effect
all of them in the same manner. No studies were found which investigated
the effects of a specific counseling style on the response of a certain
client population. The present study attacks this problem by using a
specific client population, commonly referred to as disadvantaged youth.
There are volviminous studies about the disadvantaged youth in the litera-
ture. Many references are made concerning the language these individuals
use, especially in terms of its implication for counseling (Calis, 1966)
.
A great emphasis has been placed on training counselors to work with
this clientele. However, few researchers have investigated the problem
of language difference for these individuals as a result of a certain
counseling style.
It is the intent of this study to investigate the language variable
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of a specxfic population who are exposed to a certain counseling style.
Cicirelli and Cicirelli (1970) explored counseling interviews with
disadvantaged counselees through interaction analysis. The counselors
in the studies were not trained in any particular style and the investi-
gation to determine the kinds of verbal interaction that took place was
ex post facto rather than predictions before hand. It is evident that
research is needed to clarify the effects of a certain counseling style
on the behavior of specific and uniqi;e populations. This study will
s^tempt to predict certain verbal client behavior which will be analyzed
through content analysis as the result of a trained and validated style
of counseling.
Summary
In sximmary
,
the review of literature in the areas covered in this
chapter has revealed several important points:
(1) researchers have neglected to investigate the relationship
between collective use of skills and an integrated theory;
(2) programmed texts as instruments in counselor training pro-
grams are lacking;
(3) methodology for using coached-clients in counselor train-
ing programs is undeveloped;
(4) investigations fail to look at the influence of the experi-
menter in counselor research;
(5) there is a lack of correlation between the use of a parti-
cular counseling style and the subsequent effects on client
behavior; thus it would follow that the use of content
analysis has rarely been used in conjunction with an em-
pirical study, where both the dependent and the indepen-
dent variables have been isolated;
(6) in studies of counseling effects, researchers have tended
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to treat the client population as a homogenous rather than
heterogenous group.
This review of literature has demonstrated the need for further re-
search in answering and clarifying some of the ever present problems in
the counseling profession. The following statements are a summary of
issues this study proposes to correct in the previous literature:
1. Since most studies have failed to bridge the gap between speci-
fic counselor responses and a well developed counseling style on which
a training program could be built, this study will attempt to concept-
ualize and develop a counseling style, secondly to operationalize the
specific techniques of the style, and thirdly to develop a training pro-
gram for counselors.
2. The study will attempt to devise a program text as an essential
and variable instrument for counselor training.
3. This study will attempt to develop a method for utilizing a
trained-actor client's statements and the trainee's responses which are
directly related to a counseling style as well as to essential counselor-
client interaction.
4. Since most studies have failed to consider the impact of ex-
perimenter influence, this study will attempt to rectify this problem
by postulating a hypothesis to determine any effects due to counselor
influence.
5. This study will attempt to demonstrate the possibility of use
content analysis in predicting and analyzing certain verbal behavior of
a specific client population. This verbal behavior will be hypothesized
to occur as a result of a specific counseling style.
CHAPTER III
INTRODUCTION
This chapter will present the procedure for developing the client-
interactive model, which includes a program text defining the reconstruc-
tive style of therapy, and a post test in Phase I. Phase II includes
the development of 24 client statements to be emitted by a trained actor
client during a role playing session. Phase III of the client-inter-
active models includes the development of 24 client statements whose
theme will be school adjustment, and which will also be presented by
the trained actor client.
The three counselors for the study will then go through the train-
ing process and the results of training will be presented, along with a
discussion of the hypotheses, a description of the data collecting
methods and a description of the analysis procedures.
Subjects
The subjects who participated in this study include three profession-
al counselors, and six adolescents chosen on a volunteer basis. There
were no financial incentives offered.
E* s . The subjects who participated as counselors, will hereafter
be referred to as E's, were three white male professional counselors who
had been selected on the basis of theorectical knowledge, formal train-
ing, and counseling experience. Counselors 1 and 2 hold a doctorate in
counselor education and have had extensive training and counseling ex-
perience. Counselor 3 does not have a doctorate but is equally experi-
enced. The rationale for using experienced counselors is to maximize
the training program which may be required for counselor trainees and
to help assure that the final sessions will be conducted as prescribed.
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S_^. The subjects who participated as clients will hereafter be re-
ferred to as S's, were six Upward Bound students, three males and three
females. There were two black males and one white male, two black females
and one white female. The age range for all clients was 16-19.
Upward Bound is a federally funded precollege preparatory program
housed at the University of Massachusetts. The program is designed to
generate the skills and motivation necessary for success in education
beyond high school among young people from low-income backgrounds and
inadequate secondary school preparation and serves twenty conimunities
in the western Massachusetts area. At present, there are 120 students
enrolled who come from rural and urban settings, and who represent varied
ethnic backgrounds
.
Development of a Reconstructive Style of Therapy
and a Client-interactive
Training Model . The first problem of development in the study was
that of a reconstructive style of therapy. A rationale was needed, and
a succinct definition of all operational skills was required. The
second problem entailed developing a traing model to teach counselors
the reconstructive style of therapy. The following section considers
these developments.
Development of the Reconstructive Style of Therapy
The stimulus for the development of a reconstructive style of
therapy originated from psychoanalytic concepts. The rigidity with
which classical psychoanalytical therapy is practiced minimizes the
effectiveness of therapy for short-term intervention. In developing
reconstructive therapy, it was the intent of this study to utilize
some of the basic concepts and techniques of psychoanalytic therapy in
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a way that made them amenable to the development of a training program,
and to the practice of short-term counseling. The following paragraphs
discuss the basic concepts on v/hich reconstructive therapy was founded,
and the techniques which help to actualize those concepts.
One major premise of the psychoanalytic model is that insight into
one's past helps one gain understanding into present problems and diffi-
culties. The process of psychoanalysis through which this understanding
and insight develops is assumed to be a lengthy process. For this study,
it was postulated that the ability of the counselor to focus on manifest
and dynamic content made the process of increased understanding and in—
si'jht possible. Manifest content is defined as that client behavior
which can be observed, whereas dynamic content is defined as client be-
havior that is inferred. In order for a counselor to focus on manifest
and dynamic content, it was necessary to develop techniques.
Six techniques were developed for this purpose. These techniques
were functionally and syntactically developed. Functionally, they were
developed to equip the counselor with skills through which a client would
be helped to grow to fuller and better understanding of himself and his
problems. They were conceived in a manner that made them easily taught
and replicated. The six techniques included: reflection, interpreta-
tion, probe clarification, restatement and sirranarization. The defini-
tion of those techniques are as follows:
An interpretation is operationally defined as a technique whereby
the counselor connects two counselee statements together which have been
stated by a client during any session. Interpretations are generally
statements which link or explain observations.
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A probe is operationally defined as a technique that provides for
an examination of a counselor hypothesis, related to a counselee communi-
cations. Probes are generally questions which elicit further information
from the counselee.
^ gj-.^rification is operationally defined as a technique that pro-
vides for restatement of a previously ambiguous or conflicting statement.
Clarification statements restate the counselee 's remarks but implying,
by the use of specific verbs or intonations that there is some doubt or
question on the part of the counselor as to the meaning of the counselee 's
remarks. The statements will be an open-ended comment.
A restatement is operationally defined as a technique whereby the
counselor brings content from counselee 's past experiences to bear upon
new content being presently discussed. Restatements will integrate the
counselee 's statements in a time perspective - statements about past
feelings and behavior to present behavior and feelings.
A reflection is operationally defined as a technique whereby the
counselor restates the counselee comment, giving recognition primarily
to the feelings and to the main substance of the statement. Reflections
are statements which are most directly related to the counselee 's stated
intent, perceptions, and feelings.
A summarization is operationally defined as a technique whereby
the counselor, after listening to the counselee for a given period of
time, restates one or more that the counselee has verbalized. Summari-
zing statements generally organize given information so that the counselee
can deal more effectively with those aspects he perceives as most impor-
tant.
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Once the reconstructive style of therapy was developed, it was
possxble to proceed to the development of the client-interactive train-
ing model.
Development of the Client-Interactive
Training Model
The client-interactive training model was developed to train coun-
selors in the utilization of the reconstructive style of therapy. It is
characterized by the use of a trained actor-actor client in order to
stimulate a live counseling session, and to avoid any difficulties a
counselor might incur as a result of not encountering a live client un-
til an actual counseling session. The training model is divided into
three phases; thus three instruments were developed for each of three
phases. Phase 1 of the training program required the development of a
program text and a post test; phase 2 required the development of 24
client statements, and phase 3 also required the development of 24 client
statements, different from those in phase 2. The following section dis-
cusses in detail the development of the instruments used in each of the
three phases of training.
Development of the Instrument to be Used in Phase I
of the Training Program
(Appendix A )
The instrument used in phase 1 was a programmed text and a post
test which evaluated the counselor's comprehension of the material pre-
sented in the text. The following pages give a detailed discussion of
how the programmed text and the post test were developed.
The programmed text designed for the study was based on concepts
derived from the reconstructive style of therapy. The program, which
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IS xn the booklet form, is divided into three parts; introduction,
technxques, and use of the techniques. The introduction is composed of
58 frames, the techniques section 85 frames, and the utilization of techni-
ques section 32, for a total of 175 frames. The frames were constructed
so as to familiarize the counselors with the characteristics of the re-
constructive style of therapy, and to familiarize the counselor with the
operational techniques of the style to the extent that he can: 1. dupli-
cate all the techniques with appropriate classes of verbal statements,
and 2. demonstrate the ability to produce certain syntactical variations
in the verbal statements without significantly changing the meaning or
focus of the technique.
The frames in the first part of the program are short and simple.
Because of the complex counselor behavior that is expected as the ter-
minal objective of the program, the frames become increasingly longer
and more difficult. Review frames are dispersed throughout the entire
program with the frequency of review frames increasing as the program
expands. The two major types of prompts, thematic and formal, are used
extensively in the construction of the frames. Prompts which facilitate
learning serve two functions. "First, they serve to minimally guide so
that student responses are not over controlled to the extent that no
thought or effort is required. Second, they serve to keep the error
rate low so that incorrect responses will not produce unnecessary com-
petition during learning" (Taber, Glaser, and Schaefer, 1965, p. 92).
A formal prompt gives a part of the response desired as a stimulus
to the student. The thematic prompt, on the other hand, depends on the
general properties of the prompting stimulus rather than on its exact
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form. There are a variety of prompts available; however, the ones
most characteristic of this program were partial response, frame
structure, inductive and grammatical structure frames.
response and structural prompts are formal prompts. In
the partial response prompt, part of the desired response is presented
as a prompt. They take the form of cues that give either the first
or last letters of the correct response.
The type of structural prompt used in this program specified, in
the length of the dotted response line, the number of letters in the
correct response. An example of a partial response used in this pro-
gram follows:
Internal conflicts are manifested fig rather than
explicitly.
Response: figuratively
An example of a structural prompt used in this program follows:
If a counselor examines, through a question, a counselee's
statement, the technique is called a .
Response: probe
Inductive and grammatical structure prompts are thematic prompts.
Grammatical structure prompts utilize articles like "a" or "an",
forcing the student to choose responses which do not constitute gram-
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matical errors. An example of a grammatical structure prompt use in
this program follows:
If the counselor connects two or more statements together
which have been presented separately by the counselee, the
statement is called an
Response : interpretation
The inductive prompts capitalize on the use of an example to elicit
the correct response. An example of an inductive prompt used in this
program follows:
Counselee statement : I feel strange all the time.
Counselor statement : Can you tell me a little more about this
strange feeling?
Response
:
probe
Review frames were included after the introduction of each new
concept. Many review frames were duplicates of previously introduced
frames. However, there were review frames which summarized content
which had been introuduced up to that point in the program text. An
example of a review frame used in the program is as follows:
Name the six techniques of the reconstructive style of therapy.
Response
:
Probe
Interpretation
Summarization
Refection
Restatement
Clarification
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The program xs linear, thereby requiring the student to respond to
each xndividual frame, by recording his answer in the space provided in
the booklet. The student is provided with immediate feedback as to the
correct response to each frame by turning the page where the correct res-
ponse is recorded. Characteristically, linear programs contain small
learning units and a limited number of responses required in a given
frame. Constructed answer frames are the sole response made utilized in
this program.
The program was administered to twenty graduate students enrolled
in a Theories of Counseling course at the University of Massachusetts
during the summer of 1970. The students were instructed to ask questions,
and to give comments about the program. Those frames which seem to pre-
sent the most difficulty and a high incidence of response error were re-
vised by using additional frames to clarify the content.
The program was then examined by three professional counselors at
the University of Massachusetts who indicated areas of weakness and
suggested alternative ways of constructing the inappropriate frames. The
program was rewritten with the addition of new, and revised frames.
The post test (Appendix B ) designed to evaluate the student's
knowledge of the program text was composed of seven questions of two
types, multiple choice and fill-ins. The questions were based on content
within the program, and were chosen from an original pool of 50 items.
The original pool of items were of several types: true-false, matching,
multiple choice, fill-ins and constructed answer. The 50 items were
piloted by 30 graduate students enrolled in one of three courses.
Theories of Counseling, Occupational Placement, or Counseling Techniques,
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at the University of Massachusetts during the suimner of 1970. The stu-
dents were instructed to ask questions, to give coimments and to make
suggestxons for improving the construction of eadh item. An item analysis
of the original 50 items using a point-biserial r was computed. Of the
tventy individuals who took the test, twenty-seven per cent of those who
scored highest, and twenty-seven percent of those who scored lowest were
as the criterion group. For each item, a proportion was established in
the upper criterion group and in the lower group. For example, on iteni
one, the number of people who obtained the correct answer was placed over
the total number of people in the upper criterion group. The same pro-
cedure for item 1 was followed in the lower criterion group, the total
number of people being the same as in the upper criterion. Using an
abac, the correlation is determined as follows: The proportion of sub-
jects in the upper criterion group who pass a given item is found on the
ordinate. The corresponding proportion from the low group is found on
the abscissa. The estimated point-biserial r is found at the perpendi-
cular intersection of these values. (Source: Guilford, 1954). For
each item, a correlation of .5 or above was used to establish the dis-
crimination level. Of the original 50 items, seven items were used as
the post test for the program text. Appendix B presents the seven
items and their corresponding biserial r.
Development of the Instrument Used in Phase II
of the Training Program
(Appendix C )
Twenty-four client statements were developed to be used in phase II
of the training program. These twenty-four client statements represented
client responses that would prompt the counselors to use all of the six
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designated technxques. An actor-client was trained to emit these res-
ponses durxng a sxinulated counseling session, which constituted Phase
II of the trainxng program. The male client was a graduate student in
the counseling department at the University of Massachusetts. He was
trained by: (1) completion of the programmed text and post test used in
treatment 2, (2) rehearsals of the interview with graduate students who
had completed the program text and (3) discussions with the researcher.
The followxng paragraphs give a detailed description of exactly how these
24 client statements were developed for phase II of the training program.
The 24 client responses were obtained from an original pool of 108
items which were written by six individuals, three staff and three stu-
dents, involved in the Upward Bound program. The rationale for having
these individuals write the statements was to obtain client responses
which would be characteristic of the subject population. Upward Bound
students
.
The definition of each technique was singularly presented and the
six individuals were instructed to write three statements on any problem
which they thought would elicit the technique from a counselor. After
each definition, an example of a client statement, and a counselor's re-
sponses were given. For example, reflection is a technique in which the
counselor restates the counselee's comment giving recognition to feelings
and to the main substances of the statement. A possible counselee state-
ment could be, "I'm tired of worrying about all these problems, I can't
solve any of these things" as it can elicit a counselor reflection such
as, "I hear you saying all of your problems are really getting you down."
The 108 items were then divided into three groups of 36 items each.
Each grouping contained six client statements for each of the six tech-
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niques. Six graduate students who were enrolled in the Theories of
Counseling course and who had completed the program text were paired
and given one of the 36 item sets. They were instructed to role play
a counseling session using the items for client statements. The items
were divided between them such that each individual role played three
client responses for each of the six techniques. The role playing
session was audio taped and the counseling pair discussed and decided
I
which three of the six client response in each technique area, best
elicited a counselor response.
,
From this sorting, 54 items nine for each of the six techniques
I were obtained. The 54 items were then presented to three graduate stu-
dents who were enrolled in the Theories of Counseling course and had
completed the program text, but who had not participated in the pre-
I
vious sorting procedure. They were instructed to select the four best
client responses from the nine items in each of the six technique areas,
j
All three sorters had to agree on an item in order for it to be used in
the final pool of 24 client statements. A group of items in any area
I
* which exceeded more than the four items needed, and which were all un-
animously agreed upon by the sorters as being good items were shuffled
I
I
I
and four items randomly selected.
I
From the original pool of 108 items, 12 items were discarded, 72
]
items were used for a practice session, and 24 items were used in Phase
i
It of the training program. The final 24 client statements were ran-
i
^ domly ordered for presentation by the actor-client in Phase II of the
' training program.
i
I
I
I
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Development of the Instrument Used in Phase III
of the Training Program
(Appendix D)
Twenty-four client statements were also developed to be used in
Phase III of the training program. There were 24 statements developed
around a central theme of school adjustment. These statements were
developed such that they could be role played in a flexible manner by
an actor-client, and at the same time allow a counselor to use appropri-
ate techniques. Although the statements were arranged for presentation
in a certain order, it was not necessary for the actor to rigidly adhere
the order. The content of each statement could logically be emitted
at a different point in the session and still maintain the continuity
of the problem. Thus, if the actor forgot a statement or felt it was
inappropriate to the content being discussed he could change the order
of presentation. The trained actor-client was the same as in Phase II.
His training for this task included: (1) familiarizing himself with the
statements by practicing with an audio tape, (2) role playing a counsel-
ing session with a graduate student familiar with the program text and
counseling style, (3) discussing and role playing the responses with the
researcher. The following paragraphs describe how the 24 client state-
ments needed for Phase III of the training program were developed.
Eight graduate students enrolled in the Theories of Counseling
course were asked to pair off and to role play a 30 minute counseling
session using the reconstructive style of counseling. Each 30 minute
session which was audio taped and discussed by the students and the
researcher as to its appropriateness in representing the style. Three
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of the four tapes were typed after revisions were made in inappropriate
counselors response, and some client responses which did not clearly
elicit a counselor response in one of the six techniques. The 24 client
statements were taken from typescript 3 to be used in treatment 3.
The three typescripts were used to train raters in the recognition
of counselor utilization of techniques. Typescript 1, in which the
client problem dealt with seeking college admission contained 12 counselor
responses characteristic of the counseling style, in typescript 2 the
client problem dealt with an unwanted pregnancy and contained 15 coun-
selor responses. Typescript 3, from which the 24 client statements were
taken, contained 18 counselor statements.
Training of Raters
The raters were needed to assess the counselor* performance during
Phase II and III of the training program as well as during the actual
counseling sessions which were to follow the training program.
The raters for the study were three graduate students, 2 males and
I female, enrolled in the Theories of Counseling course. Their train-
ing consisted of: (1) successful completion of the program text by ob-
taining an 80% correct response score on the post test and (2) listen-
ing to the three audio taped practice sessions from which they were re-
quired to correctly identify 28 of the 35 counselor responses.
Development of Apparatus
Having developed all the instruments for the training program, and
having trained the raters, it was necessary to develop the apparatus.
The following paragraph describes the apparatus that was used in Phase
II and III of training, and in the actual counseling sessions.
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The counselor was seated in a chair which had buzzer signals on
either arm. The signals were wired in such a way that when they were
pressed they activate different tones in an adjoining room to indicate
to the judges and technicians the counselor's tagged technique. Tagging
IS a method which allows the counselor to differentiate his use of a
specific technique by pressing a mechanism located on either arm of his
chair.
Thus the counselor indicated his intention to make a particular re-
sponse by activating the appropriate signal. All training phases were
audio taped by placing a microphone in the experimental room. The con-
tent was recorded on a stereo tape recorder located in the technicj.an'
s
room. The buzzer signals were recorded on the second channel.
Training Procedures and Results
The training program was divided into three phases. The following
section describes the nature and criteria for each phase, along with the
results for each counselor.
Phase I
. In phase I each of the three counselors were given a
copy of the program text to study until he had familiarized himself with
the content well enough to obtain an 80% level of proficiency on the
post test. After successful completion of the post test, each counselor
proceeded to phase II. The results of training were as follows:
Phase I
Program Text Post Test
Counselor 1 90%
Coiinselor 2 100%
Counselor 3 100%
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Phase_^. Phase II consisted of a role playing session in which
each counselor was presented with 24 statements by a trained actor-client.
Prior to this presentation, each counselor was given a practice session,
in v/hich he responded to 72 statements emitted by the actor-client. The
practice session gave the counselor a chance to review the techniques
and to practice tagging his responses. During this time, the counselor
was advised to ask questions concerning his utilization of the techniques
as well as the operation and design of the tagging device. After the
counselor had responded to the 72 practice items, he was presented with
the final 24 statements. However, the counselor was free, upon his re-
quest, to respond to any n;amber of the practice items again so as to
further his skill of tagging or using the techniques.
Concurrent with the presentation of the 24 statements, the three
judges rated each counselor tagged response. In order for a response
to be rated as accurate, two of the three judges had to agree that the
technique tagged matched the counselor's verbal usage of that particular
technique. The counselor was required to obtain 80% successful comple-
tion with at least one correct response in each of the six designated
techniques in order to proceed to phase III.
Failure to meet criteria in phase II necessitated recycling. The
counselor was instructed to review the techniques from a summary sheet
(Appendix E ) developed for this purpose. He was then required to
respond to the practice items again before being presented with the 24
final statements. Once the counselor had met the criteria level, he
proceeded to phase III.
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The results of training in phase II are presented as follows. How-
ever, It must be noted that the criteria of phase II required the coun-
selor to obtaxn at least one correct tag in each of the six techniques
caiiegorxes. Thus, xn spite of the fact that Counselor 1 and Counselor 2
recexved 88% and 100% respectively on trial; they both failed to obtain
at least one correctly tagged response in each of the six technique cate-
gories.
Phase II
% of 24 tags correct
Trial 1 Trial
Counselor 1 *88% 92%
Counselor 2 *100% 96%
Counselor 3 96%
Phase III
.
Each counselor role played a 30 minute counseling session
with the actor-client who emitted 24 statements whose theme was school
adjustment. The statements were not memorized nor were they presented
in a prescribed order. The actor-client was equipped with a cue card
that was held as inconspicuous as possible. The cue card was a 3 x 2h"
index card on which was printed 24 key words, one from each of the 24
statements. The actor-client emitted each statement when he felt it was
logically related to the content of the problem being discussed.
Although the counselor did not have to respond to a specific state-
ment, each counselor had to tag 24 of his responses. In order to success-
fully complete phase III, the counselor needed a minim’xm of 21 of 24 tag-
ged responses to be judged correct, and at least two correct responses
in each of the six techniques.
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If a counselor failed to meet criteria level, he was required to
recycle through the 30 minute role playing session again. The judges
rated counselor statements in the Scune manner as in phase II,
All of the counselors successfully completed the training program,
and the results for phase III were as follows-.
Phase III
of total tags correct
Counselors 1 100%
Counselors 2 98%
Counselors 3 98%
Effects of the Reconstructive style on Client Behavior and
Methodology for Collecting and Processing Data
Although the training program is an essential part of the study,
it does not constitute the main component for analysis. The main
analysis begins after each counselor has successfully completed the
training program. The remaining section of this chapter will describe
in detail the variables to be analyzed. The method of collecting and
organizing the data and the analysis procedures.
The effects of the reconstructive style on client behavior will
be determined by the four dependent variables discussed below. Each
dependent variable will be defined, described, and a rationale given.
These dependent variables will be evaluated in two ways: (1) predicting
the direction that the client behavior will move and (2) a comparison
against a control client group.
1. There will be an increased frequency in the use of self-
referent words by clients as the counseling session progresses. The
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reconstructive style of therapy stresses the need for verbal self-
exploration on the part of the client. The counselor who takes a stance
that gives explicit recognition to feelings, will focus on the counselee's
feelings about past and present difficulties. As a result, the client
will begin to verbally express his feelings, ideas, observations and
thereby increase the usage of self-referent words. The frequency of use
the client begins to discuss emotions which may be faci-
litated by the counselor's utilization of probes, clarification, and re-
flections. The frequency will continue to increase from the beginning
of the session and will continue to increase throughout the total hour
session.
These words will be defined as words which refer back to the speaker
in the sentence, the speaker being the client. The following list con-
sists of the most frequently used self-referent words:
I've I'll
me I'm
my I
myself mine
I'd
2. Clients will increase the types of words used as the counseling
sessions proceeds. Each operational technique prompts the client to
verbalize his feelings, ideas, thoughts, and desires. The client will
have to deal with past experiences, and problems as well as those of the
present. The wide latitude in which the client is free to express him-
self will give ample opportunity for the usage of a varied and extensive
vocabulary.
Initially, the quantity and the diversity of the client's verbal
output will be limited. However, as the session progresses and the
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counselor increases his utilisation of probes and clarifications, the
clxent will find it necessary to Increase his verbalization both in
quantity as well as diversity.
glj-Gnts will increase positive and negative emotional words
as the counseling session progresses. Through the operational techni-
ques of probing, interpretation, clarification and reflection the coun-
selor will focus on affective client content and will give explicit ref-
erence to feelings. As a result, the client will be prompted to deal
with his emotions thus producing more positive and negative emotional
words. Likewise, the techniques of restatement and interpretation which
employed to help the client explore the relationship between his
past feelings and bwhaviors and those of the present will prompt the client
to use more affective statements.
Positive emotional words are defined as any word used by the client
which implies love or affection, happiness or cheerfulness, enjoyment or
pleasure, hope or competence.
Negative emotional words are defined as any word used by the client
which implies (1) fear, anxiety, doubt, indecision, dismay, sadness or
pain or (2) anger, quarrelsomeness, surliness, grimness, offensive,
belligerence or defensive negativism.
These word lists will be further supplemented with words used by
the clients and counselors. Each typescript will be analyzed and any
word used which fits the definition of a positive emotional or negative
emotional that has not been included in the original list will be added.
(Appendix F )
.
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There will be an increase in client anxiety as expressed in
verbal indicators as the counseling session progresses
. The reconstruc-
tive style of therapy will produce anxiety as a result of its minimal
structure in the therapeutic relationship.
The anxiety level, as expressed by the frequency of verbal indica-
tors, will increase from the beginning and remain high throughout the
counseling session. If the counseling session continued to a natural
termination, the anxiety level would gradually diminish. However, the
counseling process will be terminated after one session, the beginning
stage. As a result, the anxiety level will remain high. Anxiety is a
mental state of uncertainty, tension, conflict, doubt, and perplexity.
Ambivalence and indefiniteness as components of anxiety will influence
the client's verbal expression of his general feeling state, behavior
and ideation.
Appendix ( G ) presents the words used as verbal indicators of
anxiety.
Methods of Data Collection
Each counselor was assigned a number in order of his sessions with
a client. Likewise the six clients were given a number in order of
their appearance with a specific counselor. Each counselor had a hour
session with each of two clients. Thus, counselor 1 had a session with
client 1, then client 2. FolD.owed by counselor 2 who had two different
clients labeled client 1, and client 2. Counselor 3 also saw two clients,
one identified as client 1, and the other as client 2.
The room for these interviews was carpeted and furnished with two
chairs, a coffee table and two wall paintings. It was equipped with a
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one-way mirror which was partially drapped by curtains, and a microphone
centrally located on the coffee table. The coffee table was arranged
equally distant between the E and the S.
A four track stereophonic tape recorder was placed in the techni-
cxan's room which was adjacent to the experimental room. The two rooms
are connected via a one-way mirror. The counseling session was recorded
on channel A by means of the microphone located in the experimental room.
The input on channel B consisted of two buttons activated by a signaling
device with which the E tagged a specific response class. Channel B
was arranged in the following manner. Two buttons attached one to
either arm of the experimenter's chair were connected by parallel cir-
cuits to two sounding devices. One sounding device when activated
emitted a high pitch beep; the other, a buzz. In addition, depressing
t^oth simultaneously provides a third tone. These in turn were inputed
directly into channel B.
The arrangement of the signaling device were given to the counselors
in the following instructions: "In order to tag a response, you must
press down on either arm of the chair, or both simultaneously. Press
the right aian of the chair to tag a response, a probe or an interpreta-
tion. Press the left arm of the chair to tag a response as a summariza-
tion or clarification. Press both arras of the chair to designate a res-
ponse as a reflection or a restatement. Each response should be tagged
as you are emitting, or just before you are emitting the response."
The reason for pairing responses on a single button is used to decrease
the cumbersome task of keeping track of six different buttons. The
techniques are paired to be dissimilar so that the judges will be able
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to discrminate more readily which of the two techniques the E tagged.
For example, one tone indicated that the E intended to tag either a
probe or an interpretation, since both techniques were indicated by
one tone, the raters had to distinguish which technique v^as intended
before he could evaluate the appropriateness. A probe was stated in
the form of a question. An interpretation connected to statements to-
gether. Wxth the techniques paired in this manner, it was easier for
the raters to decxde which technique the counselor tagged.
Each counseling session was transcribed and the typescripts cor-
rected for errors. The tapes were then played again so that each type-
scrxpt can be divided into six ten-minute segments as measured by a
stop watch. Each segment is indicated on the typescript by drawing a
line under the last sentence of each consecutive time period, and the
time period indicated in the margin. As the typescripts are being
divided into time segments, counselor tagged responses were indicated
by placing an ink mark at the beginning of each statement. These in-
^icators were used to ensure that the judges rate all counselor tagged
statements.
The three judges were given two tapes for which they rated all
tagged responses. They listened to each tape while simultaneously read-
ing the corresponding typescript. A scroing sheet for the judges' use
was designed in the following manner: The techniques were alphabetically
listed across the top of the graph paper. The statement were listed
numberically on the left vertical axis. The judges placed a check mark
in the appropriate coordinating point for all the correctly tagged res-
ponses. If a judge deems a technique to be inappropriately tagged, he
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checked the technique used but placed a minus sign to indicate that the
Statement was not tagged as such. (Appendix H)
.
To simplify the coding process after each typescript has been rated,
the appropriate numerical code of each technique judged will be trans-
cribed from the judges' sheet to the corresponding statement in the
typescript. The typescripts will then be submitted to a professional
keypuncher
.
After each typescript was keypunched, a computer program (Zimmer
and Cowles, 1971) with specific adaptations for this study, was written
and implemented to analyze the verbal behavior of clients and counselors
as set forth in the hypotheses.
Treated Control Group
The treated control group used the same three E's and six different
S's selected from the Upward Bound Program. Madaus
'
(1971) study was
undertaken concurrently and describes the Analytical Problem-Solving
Style in detail elsewhere. However, the following paragraph gives a
description of that style, with which the control group was treated.
The analytical problem-solving style is a method of counseling which
emphasizes the counselors analytical participation and direction but
only after the client has himself made his own problem or conflict ex-
plicit. Such a counseling style is characterized by a number of techni-
ques which enable the client to explore areas related to his present
difficulties and to search for possible solutions. There is a special
emphasis in this style on the counselors' own professional knowledge and
experience brought to bear in presenting possible solutions or adjust-
ments to the explicit problem. The counselor structures his examination
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of the client by insisting as unobtrusively as possible on the present
mature of the client’s specific problem. The style was operationalized
with the use of the following techniques:
1. Refocusing
2. Restatement*
3. Establishing a cognitive set
4. Discrimination of cause and effect
5. Advice-giving
6. Supportive reinforcement
The data from the control group was collected and processed and
analyzed in the same manner set forth in this study. The results of
those analysis are described in detail in Chapter IV.
Summary
In summaacy. Chapter III presented a description of the subjects
used in the study, a description of the development of the reconstruc-
tive style, the training program, along with the results, and the total
procedures for collecting, processing, and analyzing the data.
*Used only to focus on a present-time perspective.
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
A Chx Square Analysis was used to test all hypotheses. Frequency
counts were used as the bases for analyses for all hypotheses except
number five which dealt with the effects of techniques on client verbal
indicators. The scores used for hypothesis five were computed by divi-
ding the average number of verbal indicators occuring for all six clients
by the average number of techniques of all three counselors.
Although there are four verbal indicators discussed in the hypoth-
eses, six verbal indicators were computed: tokens, which are the total
number of different words used, self-reference, indefinites, ambivalence
constructions, positive and negative emotional words. In reference to
the hypotheses, positive and negative emotional words were considered
one verbal indicator. Likewise indefinites and ambivalence constructions
were combined into one category called anxiety indicators.
The program, (Zimmer and Cowles 1971) Content Analysis used to
analyze the sessions was written for a CDC 3600, 32K Drum Scope system
using one card reader
,
one line printer and two intermediate scratch
units (note that the CDC 3600 uses card punches from an IBM 026 key-
punch)
. The program was designed to afford the user a program which
would require relatively few programming changes for implementation on
a different computer system.
Currently, Content Analysis will analyze the conversation of up to
four individuals, producing frequency counts and type-token ratios on
each independant conversation. It provides further analysis, such as
word extraction, self-reference words, indefinites, positive and negative
emotional words, ambivalence constrv^ctions, etc. Each run requires
five control cards: 1) number of sets of data to be analyzed, 2) the
names of the speaker, 3) the format of the data being entered, 4) the
type of analysis desired and a title description, and 5) a data control
card. The data control card indicates such options listing the input
data, symbol extractions, words in parentheses excluded, the names of
the speakers whose conversation are to be acted upon and the actual
keywords the user wished to analyze. Any additional analysis on a
single set of data requires only the information requested on cards
four and five.
For the purpose of this study, the program was written to analyze
the conversation of two people, the counselor and the client. It analy-
zed the conversation in terms of the following verbal indicators:
tokens, (total words), self-references, indefinites, ambivalence con-
structions, positive and negative emotional words. The analyses pro-
vided the total frequency of each verbal indicator as well as the fre-
quency for each individual segment throughout a given conversation.
Each hour long session was divided into ten six minute segments. In
addition, the program analyzed the client's response, following a coun-
selor tagged response, on each verbal indicator.
Each of the five hypotheses are presented with tables, and a sum-
of results. A chi square value of 5.99 is needed with 2 degrees
of freedom for hypotheses 3 and 4, 11.07 with five degrees of freedom
for hypotheses 2 and 5, and 3.84 for 1 degree of freedom for hypotheses
1 to reject the hypotheses of no difference.
Hypothesis 1: There is no significant difference between each of
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the verbal xndxcators as emitted by clients treated with the reconstruc-
tive style and those clients in the control treatment.
A single classification analysis of was performed to test hypo-
thesis 1. Results of this analysis appear in Table 1.
Table 1
Chi Square Comparisons of the Effect of Counseling
Style Averages of Client Verbal Indicators
Verbal Indicator P(1 df)
Tokens 255.0 <.05
Self
-reference 28.2
<f.05
Indefinites 10.6 \^.05
Ambivalence 4.2 <^.05
Positive emotional 2.6 N.S.
Negative emotional 29.5 <".05
As Table 1 shows 5 of the 6 tests associated with hypothesis 1 v;ere
rejected. Significant differences existed between five of the tests as
a result of the style of counseling. Significant differences were found
to exist between the control and experimental group on the verbal indi-
cators of tokens, self-references, indefinites, ambivalence construc-
tions, and negative emotional words. No differences were found to ex-
ist for the verbal indicator of positive emotional words. It is also
clear by inspection of Table 2 that the experimental group treated with
the reconstructive style surpassed the frequency of the control group
in each segment except one. In segment two, positive emotional words,
a tie occurred between the control and experimental group. A frequency
of 36 existed for both groups in that segment. Positive emotional words
was the only indicator for which the null hypothesis was tenable.
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Table 2
Average Frequencies of Control and Experimental Group
of Client Verbal Indicators
Treated Control Group*
Verbal Indicators Segments
1 2 3 4 5 6 XTokens 831 791 849 823 829 785 4908
Self-reference 80 78 75 55 65 64 417
Indefinites 18 24 23 19 16 23 123
Ambivalence 40 38 34 40 36 40 228
Positive emotional 31 36 33 33 30 32 195
Negative emotional 7 5 5 4 5 6 32
Group Treated by the Reconstructive Style
Verbal Indicators Segments
1 2 3 4 5 6 X
Tokens 1031 1119 1142 1100 1029 1202 6623
Self-reference 94 96 103 100 83 109 585
Indefinites 26 31 31 28 29 29 174
Ambivalence 48 54 52 55 51 61 321
Positive emotional 41 36 35 35 36 45 228
Negative emotional 7 15 13 9 12 10 66
Hypothesis 2: As a result of Counseling with the reconstructive
style, client behavior on each of the verbal indicators will be pre-
dicted to occur in an ordered manner, an increase in frequency from
Segment one of Segment six.
*Appendix i presents frequencies for segments for each of six
counselors with respective counselors for treated control groups.
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A single classification analysis of was performed to test hypo-
thesis 2. Results of this analysis appear in Table 3.
Table 3
Trends of Client Behavior
Verbal Indicators
on Each of the Verbal Indicators
Segments
1 2 3 4 5 6
Tokens 1031 1119 1142 1100 1029 1202 20.6 4.05
Self
-reference 94 96 103 100 83 109 4.0 N.S.
Indefinites 26 31 31 28 29 29 .6 N.S.
Ambivalence 48 54 52 55 51 61 1.8 N.S.
Positive emotional 41 36 35 35 36 45 2.2 N.S.
Negative emotional 7 15 13 9 12 10 3.8 N.S.
By inspection it is obvious3 that the predicted trend did not hold
and therefore there was no need for a test of trends. With the excep-
tion of tokens, there is a non significance in every case. for differences
between segments on each verbal indicator. Although differences (occurred
between segments when tokens were measured, the pattern is eratic and no
clear trend existed. Appendix I shows the frequency by segments while
Appendix J shows ratios for each of the six counselees with their
respective counselor.
Hypothesis 3: There is no significant difference on client behavior
as measured by six verbal indicators as a function of counselor influence.
A single classification analysis of ^ was performed to test hypo-
thesis 3. Results of this analysis appear in Table 4.
Clients' Behavior as a Function of Counselor Influence
Verbal Indicators Counselors
1 2 3 P(2 df)
Tokens 2756 3132 4048 266.7 4.05
Self
-reference 287 170 422 108.6
<_.05
Indefinites 54 97 111 19.9 <.05
Ambivalence 117 135 229 45.2 <.05
Positive emotional 99 123 124 3.0 N.S.
Negative emotional 32 12 55 28.1 <.05
As Table 4 shows 5 of the 6 possible tests associated with the
overall hypothesis were rejected. Significant differences existed be-
tween five of the verbal indicators as a function of counselor influence.
Significant differences were found to exist for the verbal indicators of
tokens, self—references
,
indefinites, ambivalence and negative emotional
words. No significant differences were found to exist for the verbal in-
^icator of positive emotional words. The clients with counselor three
were consistently higher on all verbal indicators than those clients
with either counselor one or two. The clients with counselor 2 had high-
er frequencies for tokens, indefinites, ambivalence constructs, and
positive emotional words than those clients with counselor 1. However
the clients with counselor 1 had higher frequencies on self-references
and negative emotional words than the clients with counselor 2.
Hypothesis 4: There is no significant difference between counselor's
use of the six techniques as measured by the number of occurrence for
each technique. A single classification analysis of was performed
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to test hypothesis 4. Results of this analysis appear in Table 5.
Table 5
Average Use of Each Technique by Each Counselor
Techniques Counselors
1 2 3 P(2df)
Clarification 16.5 12.5 12.5
.8 N.S.
Interpretation 17.0 10.0 17.5 2.4 N.S.
Probe 60.5 25.5 16.5 31.6 <.05
Reflection 11.5 6.5 6.5 2.0 N.S.
Restatement 6.0 6.0 4.5
.3 N.S.
Summarization 4.0 6.5 3.0 1.4 N.S.
Table 5 shows that 5 of the 6 tests associated with the null hy
thesis were accepted. The counselors demonstrated no significant differ-
ences in their use of the clarification, interpretation, reflection, re-
statement and summarization techniques. However a significant difference
was found to exist for the use of the probe technique. On an average,
counselor 1 used twice as many probes as counselor 2 and thrice the num-
ber used by counselor 3.
Hypothesis 5: There is no significant difference between the effects
of the six techniques on each of the six client verbal indicators.
Table 6
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Effects of Techniques on Client Verbal
Indicators Averaged Across Counselors
Verbal Indicators Techniques
* 1 2 3 4 5 6 X2 P(5df)
Tokens 41.2 39.1 29.5 48.7 48.2 54.2 6.2 N.S.
Self
-reference 3.4 3.6 2.7 4.3 4.4 2.8
.7 N.S.
Ambivalence 1.9 1.6 1.3 2.6 2.2 2.2 .9 N.S.
Indefinites
.9 1.1 .8 1.0 1.5 .9 .3 N.S.
Positive emotional 1.2 1.5 1.2 1.7 1.5 2.2 .4 N.S.
Negative emotional
.7 .3 .2 .61 .4 .2 .5 N.S.
* 1-Interpretation;
6-Simnmarization
2-Clarification; 3'
-Probe
;
4
-Reflection; 5-Restatement;
As Table 6 shows, hypothesis 5 was tenable. No significant differ-
ences exist between the effects of the six techniques on each of the client
verbal indicators.
Summary
For hypothesis 1, which investigated differences betv/een the verbal
indicators emitted by clients treated with the reconstructive style and
those clients in the control treatment, five of the six verbal indicators
were found to demonstrate significant differences. The verbal indicators
of tokens, self-references, indefinites, ambivalence constructions and
negative emotional words were found to be significantly different. No
significant difference was found to exist for the verbal indicator of
positive emotional words. The overall null hypothesis was therefore re-
jected.
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Hypothesis 2 stated that as a result of counseling with the recon-
structive style, client behavior on each of the verbal indicators will
be predicted to occur in an ordered manner, an Increase in frequency
from segment one to segment six. The predicted trend did not hold, and
therefore no test of trends was computed, with the exception of tokens,
there was a non significance in every case for differences between seg-
ments on each verbal Indicator. Although there was a significant differ-
ence between segments for tokens, there was no order to their occurrence.
Hypothesis 2 therefore v/as rejected.
Hypothesis 3 was designed to investigate the differences in client
verbal behavior as a result of counselor influence. The overall null
hypothesis was rejected since significant differences existed between
five of the verbal indicators as a function of counselor influence. Sig-
nificant differences were found to exist for the verbal indicators of
tokens, self-references, indefinites, ambivalence constructs, and nega-
tive emotional words. No significant differences were found to exist
for the verbal indicator of positive emotional words. The clients with
counselor three were consistently higher on all verbal indicators than
those clients with either counselor one or two. The clients with coun-
selor two had higher frequencies for tokens, indefinites, ambivalence
constructs, and positive emotional words than those clients with coun-
selor one. However the clients with counselor one had higher frequencies
on self-references and negative emotional words than those clients with
counselor two.
Hypothesis 4 was concerned with the differences between counselors*
use of the six techniques. The overall null hypothesis was accepted
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because the counselors demonstrated no significant differences in their
use of the clarification, interpretation, reflection, restatement, and
suinmarization techniques. However a significant difference was found
to exxst for the use of the probe technique. On the average, counselor
one used twrce as many probes as counselor two and thrice the number used
by counselor three.
Hypothesis 5 investigated the differences between the effects of
the six techniques on each of the client verbal indicators. Hypothesis
5 was accepted. No significant differences were found to exist between
the effects of the six techniques on the verbal indicators.
Conclusions
Three of the five hypothesis were rejected and two were accepted.
Chapter V will present a detailed discussion of these findings. In
addition, the following chapter discusses tlie limitations of this study,
suggestions for future research, and implications of the findings in this
study.
CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
The primary purpose of this study was to determine if experienced
counselors, trained under a highly specified training program, can pro-
duce specified client behaviors. A secondary concern of this study
was training counselors by the use of a "client-interactive" model.
There were three major problems confronted in this study:
1. Conceptualization of a reconstructive style of counseling.
2. Development of a "client—interactive" training model.
3. Determination of the effects of reconstructive style on
client behavior.
The five following hypotheses were tested:
1. As a result of counseling, there will be no significant
difference on each of the six verbal indicators as emitted
by clients treated with the reconstructive style and those
clients in the control treatment.
2. As a result of counseling with the reconstructive style,
client behavior on each of the six verbal indicators will
be predicted to occur in an ordered manner.
3. There will be no significant difference on client behavior
as measured by six verbal indicators as a result of coun-
selor influence.
4. There will be no significant difference between counselors
use of the six techniques as measured by the number of
occurrences of each technique.
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5. There will be no significant difference between the effects
of the six techniques on each of the six client verbal in-
dicators.
Results of the Training Program
The results of the training program demonstrated the strength and
success of the client-interactive model as a viable method for training
counselors in a particular counseling orientation. The terminal objec-
tives of phase 1 and 3 were successfully met by all three counselors
with percentage scores of 90 or above. The terminal objective for
phase 1 was a seven item objective test. The terminal objective for
phase 3 required that the counselor correctly tag 21 of 24 responses
with at least two correct responses in each of the six techniques.
Counselors had more difficulty meeting criteria in phase 2. Phase 2
required that the counselor obtain 19 of 24 correctly tagged responses
with at least one correct response in each of the six techniques. The
problem was not in the inability of the counselors to use the techni-
ques properly because they both met criteria in trial 1. Apparently
it was difficult for the counselors to remember which techniques they
had used and tagged. For example, both counselor 1 and counselor 2
did not use or tag a summarization technique. At the end of phase 2,
the counselors were informed of their failure to meet the criteria.
Both counselors were able to recall the definition of a summarization
without a review but couldn't remember if they had or had not used
one during phase 2.
This finding would suggest that a method be devised for phase 2
which informed the counselor which techniques he had not properly used
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or tagged. One method might be a lighting fixture that was visible to
the counselor but not to the client, and equipped with six bulbs, each
corresponding to one of the six techniques. Designated as to technique
by some classification such as numbers or colors, the lights would be
turned on or off to inform the counselor he had used and tagged a par-
ticular technique.
the exception of the above problem, phase 2 underlined the
possible strength of the programmed text to effectively teach counselors
the syntactical use of the six techniques in reconstructive therapy.
In phase 2 and 3, all three counselois used the correct syntax. The
problem that occurred in phase 2 was not related to syntax but to the
cumbersome task of remembering all the techniques. If the program
text had failed to adequately teach the syntax of each technique, it
would seem likely that one of the three counselors would have had diffi-
culty in phase 2 or 3 in that area. However the strength and effec-
tiveness of the program text is highly subject to question since no
comparison with other methods was considered. The counselors might
have learned the material just as well by reading it.
The study demonstrated the actuality of developing a counseling
style that is operational, flexible and replicable. By reading the
transcripts of the six sessions, it is possible to see from the con-
tent that the counselors dealt with both the manifest and dynamic
content of the interaction. Techniques were used to explore behavior
that was observable to the counselor such as the client biting his
fingernails. In that instance, the techniques were being used to
deal with manifest content. In another session, the counselor ex-
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plored the client's motivation for certain behavior which v/as dis-
covered to be hostility toward his mother. The counselor's use of
the techniques in this situation would be considered dealing with dyna-
mic content.
One of the most important and interesting aspects of the style
was the degree of flexibility available in the development. It was
possible to develop a style which each counselor was able to "indi-
vidualize" to a degree while not impairing the validity. What seems
to have occurred was a style within a style that did not jeopardize
the internal consistency of the therapy. For example, it is possible
to sort all the correctly tagged reflections from the six transcripts
by the individual language patterns of each counselor. Counselor 1
tended to rigorously adhere to the syntax of the examples set forth in
the program text. Counselor 2 used strings of descriptive phrases as
he talked; while Counselor 3 continually used certain words such as
"yeah," "you know" or "um-hum." While these characteristics do not
hold 100% over all techniques, the language pattern of each counselor
was apparent.
These findings suggest that counselors can be trained in a style
without becoming mere "parrots" or "robots" as has been thought by
some. It is apparent that the individuality of the counselor, as re-
flected by his language style, is not stifled by an operationalized
counseling approach.
In developing this style, some of the deficiencies present in
previous research were overcome. This style contained specific ver-
bal parameters for each technique which makes it possible for them
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to be duplicated. The failure to verbally specify techniques was a
criticxsm of the Jenks, Scwartz, and Dubitzky (1963) investigation.
And as a result, it was impossible to replicate that study.
Another important aspect of this style was the concurrent dev-
elopment of a systematic training model. Ashley, Ford, and Guerney
(1957) reported that some therapists, once in the live counseling
session, refused to use the style in which they were trained consist-
ently. Having achieved consistency in counselor performance during
the training program, the present study continued to require counselor
usuage of the style during the actual counseling session.
The need for ex post facto analysis was avoided in this study by
defining all techniques beforehand. The failure of certain well-known
counseling approaches to specify some of their verbal interventions,
necessitated the study done by Zimmer and Pepyne (1970) . Through fac-
tor analysis of typescripts, they were able to define some of the ver-
bal interventions used. Other researchers such as Volsky (1965)
,
and
Whitely and Allen (1969) have discussed the importance of defining the
verbal parameters in studies which investigate the relationship between
counseling style and client variables. The study done by Jenks, Scwartz
and Dubitzky (1969) failed to define the verbal parameters of the tech-
niques and as a result not only was it impossible to replicate the study
but it was difficult to speculate about the relationship between client
behavior and the counseling style.
Clearly specifying the independant variable such as verbal defini-
tions of techniques is an unavoidable step in studies of client outcome
and counseling style. Too often this step is overlooked and general!-
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zations about client outcome is attributed to some vaguely defined
counseling apprach. This study demonstrates that it is possible to
isolate the independant, as well as, the dependant variables in a
systematic way. Therefore, it is not necessary to analyze the data,
ex post facto, to determine the nature and specificity of the coun-
seling approach. The fact that so many researchers have failed to
attend to the problem of clearly defining their variables has ren-
dered much of past research invalid. Once attention is focused on
this problem, valuable information shall be forth coming in the area
of co\inseling and client outcome.
Summary
. With the exception of the problem incurred in phase 2
of the training program, the client-interactive model was successful
in teaching counselors a particular counseling orientation. The prob-
lem in phase 2 seemed to revolve around the difficulty of counselors
to remember all six techniques and which ones they had used. One
method was suggested as a possible remedy to that problem.
The development of the style appears to have been flexible enough
to allow for a "individualized" style but systematic enough to main-
tain validity. By specifying the verbal parameters of the style and
maintaining consistency in cotmselor performance, the study was able
to avoid some of the deficiences of past research such as the need
for ex post facto analysis to determine the verbal interventions, the
inability to replicate the study because of verbally undefined techni-
ques, and counselors refusing to consistently use the style during an
actual session.
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The Effects of the Reconstructive Style of Counseling
The main focus of this study was to determine the effects of recon-
structxve therapy on client behavior. Four of the five hypotheses
investigated were concerned with the client related dependant variable.
The fifth one was concerned with a counselor related variable.
As a result of counseling, there will be no signi-
ficant difference on each of the six verbal indicators as emitted by
clients treated with the reconstructive style and those clients in the
control treatment.
The frequency of the six verbal indicators over six segments make
a possible comparison of 36 cells. From that comparison, it was appar-
ent that out of 36 cells, there was only one case in which the experi-
mental group did not surpass the control.
The main thrust of the study was to deteirmine if experienced
counselors, trained under a highly specified training program, can
produce specified client or dependant variables. These findings seem
to suggest that the reconstructive style of therapy utilized by experi-
enced counselors can produce specified client behavior as compared
with the behavior of clients in the control treatment.
In examining the results, it was confirmed that the reconstruc-
tive style engendered and increased self-exploration on the part of
the clients. The style increased clients' willingness to talk about
themselves and their problems. It is apparent that clients counseled
with the reconstructive style were able to engage in discussion of
more negative kinds of feelings and thoughts than the clients in the
control treatment. The clients were given the options of talking
about anything they wished. It would have been easy for them to en-
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gage in a discussion of superficial or fabricated problems. However,
all six clients in the experimental group discussed problems which were
very personal. Three clients talked about conflicts with a parent; two
discussed race as it was personally affecting their lives; and the third
client discussed the responsibility and burdens incurred with am illegi-
timate baby. The clients in the control group talked about similar
problems but in an intellectual manner. In most cases, the clients in
the control group pursued several different topics during the hour
sessions; none of which seem to be of any emotional concern to them.
However it was not the intent of the style used in the control group
to explore feelings and emotions. The clients seem to continually
search for a topic with which they could engage the counselor. The
session never seemed to go beyond the client's testing of the coun-
selor.
There is another implication that the intervention of reconstruc-
tive therapy sets a tone which would increase more negative v/ords
being spoken by the client than positive ones. Since there v;as a
significant difference for indefinites and ambivalences between the
experimental and the control group, it might follow that the anxiety
accompanying these verbal indicators would give rise to a negative
posture in the client. Thus a tone was set in the reconstructive
therapy session which was not the case in the control treatment.
Perhaps this is due to the fact that both styles are problem
oriented but the reconstructive style focuses on conflict resolutions.
The counselor engages in a tremendous amount of client confrontation
through presentations of contradictions in verbal, and non-verbal be-
havior.
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As a result of these confrontations, the anxiety level of clients
treated with the reconstructive style might have been maintained at a
higher level than the level for those clients in the control group.
If the premise that a certain client anxiety level is necessary for an
effective counseling realtionship, then the reconstructive style may
be a good facilitator of the counseling process. The anxiety level
could have served as a motivating factor in getting clients to work at
a problem with some tenacity. This speculation is supported by the
fact that the clients in the experimental group tended to concentrate
on one problem during their session while clients in the control group
tended to superficially deal with many problems.
These two factors may have contributed to the fact that positive
emotional words were not significant while negative emotionals were
found to be significant.
Hypothesis 2. As a result of counseling with the reconstructive
style, client behavior on each of the six verbal indicators will be pre
dieted to occur in an ordered manner.
From inspection of Table 3, it was obvious that client verbal be-
havior did not occur in an ordered manner. Thus no trends of analyses
were computed. Tokens were found to be the only verbal indicator that
was significantly different between segments but with no observable
trends.
In examining the results, only one observation stands out. The
client's use of the verbal indicators, except tokens, seem to be con-
sistant in their occurrence. The variability between segments for the
other verbal indicators was much less than that for tokens. For ex-
ample, the occurrence of self-references for clients v.ith Counselor 2
did not vary more than a frequency of 26 between any segment. How-
ever, there was a variance of almost 400 tokens between two segments
for the same clients. This range in variability for tokens but con-
sistency in occurrence for the other verbal indicators was an obser-
vable pattern among all the clients. It is quite difficult to specu-
late why a trend did not occur, but it rather appears the client's be-
havior with measures used in this study are consistent throughout a
one hour session.
There seems to be no relationship between any of the segments;
for exeimple, some consistently high, others consistently low. Coun-
selors seem to be consistent in their amount of verbalization and
did not dominate the sessions. It seems that there is greater vari-
ability in quantity but not quality of verbalization across clients.
Further research is needed to determine if client verbal behavior is
consistent regardless of counseling style and length of time involved
in a session, or if client verbal behavior becomes a function of the
number of hour counseling sessions.
Hypothesis 3. There will be no significant difference on client
behavior as measured by six verbal indicators as a result of counselor
influence.
Hypothesis 4
.
There will be no significant difference between
counselors' use of the six techniques as measured by the number of
occurrences of each technique.
In testing Hypothesis 3, it was found that there was a signifi-
cant difference between the verbal indicators, except for positive
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emotional words, as a result of counselor influence. m testing hypo-
thesis 4, it was determined that there was no significant difference
between counselors- use of the six techniques as measured by the num-
ber of occurrences of each technique except for probe. The interest-
ing factor here is that in spite of the fact that the counselors were
using the techniques in the same manner and frequency, clients were
affected differently. There are several possible explanations.
One explanation was that the clients were influenced by non-
verbal cues given by the counselor such as facial expression, posture,
gestures, or eye contact. As was discussed in the review of litera-
ture experimenter influence has been shown to be a major factor in
effecting variables under investigation. Thus counselors have demon-
strated the same ability to influence clients' verbal behavior. It
appears that imposing a certain amount of control on counselors' ver-
bal behavior does not account for all the variability associated with
a counselor's use of a style. Consequently different counselors effec-
ted different clients verbal behavior in different ways.
As was discussed earlier, each counselor had a distinctive verbal
style. It was not possible to isolate that variable to determine its
effect but it is not inconceivable to believe that individual verbal
style effect clients differently. The same counselors, trained in a
different style and counseling different clients, participated in the
control group. One client in the control group was very concerned with
a counselor's verbal style. The client, obviously affected by it,
constantly challenged the counselor on his usuage of certain words and
phrases. The client did not believe that the counselor was sincere.
This study points out that a certain amount of a counselor's
verbal behavior can be controlled. However, this control does not
suppress the Individual verbal style of the counselor. Apparently
the counselors verbal style Is perceivable and affects clients dif-
ferently.
These findings would suggest that researchers must begin to look
at the individual verbal style of a counselor, and client outcome.
Controlling some of the counselor's verbal behavior makes it possible
to maintain a certain level of counselor performance. This however,
does not necessarily imply that all clients will be affected in the
same manner. It becomes necessary to look at the counselor's indivi-
dual style and the effects on those clients counseled. For example,
it would be of value to know that a certain counselor's distinctive
verbal style, when he is utilizing a specific counseling approach, is
effective in producing certain client outcomes. A greater question
being posed here is whether it is possible to determine the character-
istics of a counselor and those of certain clients which serve as
catalyst in consistently producing identifiable client outcomes. Per-
haps each combination of counselor and client is unique. And the
human chemistjry of that relationship is not amendable to analyses for
the individual ingredients. However, it is encumbent upon researchers
to continue investigating and providing more understanding and knowl-
edge in the field of counseling.
Another possible explanation for differential counselor effective-
ness was the attitude of the counselor toward the style. Counselor 1
verbally expressed an inability to accept the reconstructive style
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which might have been reflected in his need for a second trial during
phase 2 of training. in addition. Counselor 1 appears to have strongly
influenced the differential use of the probe technique. He used twice
as many probes as Counselor 2 and almost four times as many probes
wnen compared with Counselor 3. Apparently Counselor 1 found it easier
to use and tag probes more than any other technique. Since the recon-
structive style of counseling appeared to be alien to Counselor I's
orientation and style, he may have found questions, in the form of
probes, the easiest form of communication between he and the client.
Counselor 2 was strongly oriented toward a gestalt type of therapy.
Although he did not express a strong dislike for reconstructive therapy,
he did seem to have difficulty shifting his orientation. At some
points, it appeared as if he had to stop and think through a recon-
structive technique before emitting and tagging it. He also required
a second trial 2 during phase 2 of training. Counselor 3 did not pre-
sent a detectable attitude toward reconstructive therapy in either a
positive or negative direction.
From this style, it was demonstrated that experienced counselors
can be trained in a specific style of counseling without producing
differential effects in their syntactic use of the techniques. In
spite of the training and consistency of performance between counselors,
an interaction occurred in the client-counselor relationship which
affected the verbal indicators.
The ages of the counselors was another factor which might have
contributed to differential effects. The ages of the counselors were
approximately 28, 39, and 40. Along with the age factor was the factor
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of personality. The three counselors had very strong, and varied per-
sonalities. One counselor appeared very soft, meek, and quiet; one
was very aggressive and extremely verbal; while the third counselor
presented an image of the kind but firm father.
The conclusion dra\m here is that in spite of the fact that ex-
perienced counselors were trained in a specific counseling style for
which the syntax of the techniques were defined, and in spite of the
fact that consistency in counselor performance was maintained, an in-
teraction occurred in the counselor-client relationship which produced
differential client outcomes. The interaction was noted from the effects
on client verbal indicators.
Any counselor influence such as non-verbal communications, age,
personality, verbal style or attitude toward the style may have con-
tributed to the effects. It may have been one, a combination or all
of these factors plus some not mentioned. Since this study has demon-
strated that it is possible to control some of the verbal behavior,
investigations can now be undertaken to define and control some of the
other counselor variables.
Research investigations should be oriented toward sheding more
light on combinations of counselor variables and their effects on
clients with certain characteristics. This research should be used
for a fuller understanding of the dynamics of huraan relationships and
interaction. Researchers must be concerned with the moral and ethical
issues of how tieir findings will be utilized. Perhaps the knowledge
forthcoming in this area should not be used to control the counseling
relationship to the point where unpredictable human interaction is at
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a minimvun. However, there are areas in which this knowledge can be
quite useful.
For example, criteria for selecting counselors into training programs
have always been an issue. Academic success is not necessarily the best
criteria to judge whether an individual becomes an effective counselor.
On the other hand, an individual who is extremely sincere in his desire
to help people may not develop into the most effective counselor either.
However knowing some combinations of counselor characteristics which
seem to produce effective client outcomes, it would be possible to begin
selecting counselors with some forethought about their future training
and growth. It might even be possible to speculate about highly indivi-
dualized training programs with varied time needed for completion, speci-
fic experimental offerings, and varied theoretical exposure.
Perhaps counselors have been forced to work under the illusion
that to be good counselors they must be equally effective with all
clients. Maybe it is time to maximize the potentials of counselors
to work with those clients he enjoys most, and with v;hom he tends to
be most effective. This is not to exclude any counselor from work-
ing with a varied client population but to focus on his strengths
with certain types of clients.
Hypothesis 5. There will be no significant difference between
the effects of the six techniques on each of the six client verbal
indicators
.
This hypothesis was accepted; there was no significant difference
between the effects of the six techniques on each of the six client
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verbal indicators. Since the techniques were conceived within the
Idea of a counseling style, they were defined to facilitate the coun-
selor-client relationship. it was hoped that each technique would be
equally effective in influencing client verbal behavior. Functionally,
all six techniques equipped the counselor with skills to deal with the
manifest and dynamic content of each session. As was demonstrated by
another hypothesis, there was no significant differential use of the
techniques by the counselors, with the exception of the probe technique.
Each technique seems to have been functioning as an integral part of
the total process.
Although the following trends did not reach significance, the
data seem to sxaggest that summarizations were effective in producing
tokens and positive emotional words more than the other techniques.
Restatements and reflections both were effecting the occurrence of
self-references but reflections seem to be producing ambivalent con-
structions also, while restatements were effecting indefinites. In-
terpretations and clarifications were strong in effecting self-ref-
erences but not as strong as reflections and restatements. These are
mere trends in the data which did not effect any significant differ-
ences. The trends suggest that there may be relationships between
certain techniques and verbal indicators.
Further research’ is needed to determine if such relationships do
exist; and if so, the nature of those relationships.
Limitations of the Study
There are several limitations of this study which need to be
identified and discussed. One such area involves the use of freq-
uency rather than ratios as the unit of measure.
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Herdan (1960) reported that the type/token ratio is affected by
the total number of (words) tokens. That is, the probability of re-
peating a token becomes less as they increase in ’number thus decreas-
ing the type/token ratio. A significant difference was observed when
frequency was used as the unit of measure rather than ratios. The
direction of the frequency was with greater frequency of words used
in the reconstructive style as opposed to the analytical style. Wlien
observing the ratios, however, the analytical style ratios are some-
what higher (but not significantly so) than the reconstructive style.
This means that more words were spoken under the reconstructive style,
but a limited number of different kinds of words. Under the analytical
style, the trend was in the opposite direction. Fewer words were
spoken as compared with the reconstructive style but there was more
diversity in kinds of words spoken.
Herdan makes the point that an occurrance such as the one dem-
o^strated is an artifact of lawful probability and the ratios are not
representative. In spite of the consistently greater type/token ratios
of the anlytical treatment, ratios were not significant in that style.
This strengthens the argument that the reconstructive style was able
to produce high enough frequencies to off-set the natural probability
of occurrence represented by the ratios in the analytical style. In
essence, while the hypothesis was not supported with ratios, it does
not negate the findings when frequency is used as a measure. The use
of ratio vs frequency as the unit of measure will probably remain a
controversial issue in research.
\
A second limitation of the study deals with the use of a small
and biased sample. However, the study was concerned with clients
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ass;ained to possess certain characteristics such as a specific lang-
uage style, an inability to verbalize emotions and, a negative atti-
tude toward counseling. These characteristics have been attributed
to this client population but was not the focal point of this study.
Further research is needed to assess the relevance of the findings
in this study to other client populations.
The counselor population was a third limitation. The three
counselors used were very experienced counselors. The use of inex-
perienced counselors would add a totally new dimension to the train-
ing program as well as the evaluation of effects on client behavior.
Consideration could be extended to variables such as race, age, sex,
etc. The possibilities are unlimited.
The final limitation to be discussed is that the training method
was not tested against another one. There may be other methods or
models which are quicker and more efficient. Until this task is un-
dertaken, there is no valid way to evaluate the strength of the train-
ing model used in this study.
Recommendations for Further Study
There are two recommendations suggested for procedure in future
studies. One is a device for phase 2 which will reduce the onerous
task of the counselor in remembering the six techniques and to inform
him as to whether he has utilized each one. A possible method was
suggested in the previous discussion of phase 2. Another method which
is easier and more simple would be to place a chart listing the techni-
ques in view of the counselor. This method would help the counselor
remember the six techniques but it would not inform him as to whether
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he had utilized each one.
A second procedural improvement recommended is to allow the
judges to rate tagged responses during the actual counseling session
rather than afterwards. First of all, this would eliminate the num-
ber of hours needed to process each tape. The session would be taped,
the tagged responses rated and the typing process could begin more
quickly. Secondly, it would avoid sound problems in the tapes. There
were no major difficulties; however, slight defects made it necessary
to replay some tapes several times. In addition to clarity in sound,
the judges would be able to observe which signals the counselor was
using.
The cl ient—interactive model was demonstrated to be an effective
method for training experienced counselors. It would be possible to
^pply this model to various counseling approaches in counselor train-
ing programs. Not only would it broaden the student's experience with
training models, and counseling approaches but it would allow the stu-
dent to evaluate the success of learning specific approaches with speci-
fic training models.
It would be of interest to investigate if the present training
model can be used for inexperienced counselors. If it is too compact
for inexperienced counselors, it would be of value to detect the n\om-
ber of additional phases or revisions needed to make the present pro-
gram equally effective for the inexperienced counselors as for the
experienced ones.
The application of this training model makes it possible to
hypothesize about the functional relationship between the counseling
style and subsequent client behaviors. Using this model to train
counselors, an investigator could cross-tabulate the effects of
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various counseling approaches with various client behaviors.
AS a result of the study, some clarification of guestions posed
in the review of literature have been obtained. The following is a
summary of those clarifications.
1. The reconstructive style of therapy presents the investi-
gation of the relationship betv/een collective use of
skills and an integrated theory.
2. The client-interactive model demonstrated the use of a
'programmed text as an instrument in counselor training.
3. A methodology for using coached-clients in a counselor
program was developed, and proved to be very effective.
4. This study considered experimenter influence to be a
major issue; and postulated a hypotheses on experimenter
influence which was tested.
5. This study demonstrated the use of content analysis with
an empirical study in which both the dependent and inde-
pendent variables were isolated.
6. This study selected a particular client population and
recognizes the results of this study can not be general-
ized to any other client population.
Summary
It was possible to develop a counseling style and specified tech-
niques in an integrated manner. The style has been called the recon-
structive style and its main characteristics are as follows;
1. The counselor makes explicit references to feelings.
2. The counselor explores past events and their relationship
to present behavior.
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3. The counselor uses the techniques to identify manifest
content which is in the client's overt expressions, and
to focus on dynamic content which refers to inferred
forces that are responsible for observable behavior.
4. The style contains six techniques: probe, clarification,
interpretation, summarization, reflection, and restatement.
A training methodology was developed and described as client-inter-
active with three phases and built-in criteria. Phase 1 consisted of
a programmed text; phase 2 consisted of 24 items to be presented by a
trained actor-client; and phase 3 was a 30 minute role playing session
which contains 24 items developed around a central theme of school ad-
justment, also to be presented by a trained actor client. The criteria
for phase 1 was an 80% correct response score on the post test. In
phase 2 the criteria required the counselor to obtain 19 out of 24
correctly tagged statements with at least one correct response in each
technique. To successfully complete phase 3, the counselor needed a
minimum of 21 of 24 correctly tagged responses with at least two cor-
rect responses in each technique.
Upon completion of training, six counseling sessions were held as
part of the experimental group, and six others were held as part of a
control group. All counseling sessions were tape recorded and even-
tually keypunched for analysis using program Content Analysis.
Conclusions
The reconstructive style of counseling produced more verbaliza-
tion from the client than the analytical style, the control treatment.
However, the verbalization did not occur in an ordered manner as was
predicted there appeared to be no trend in the occurrence of the verbal
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indicators. The only conclusion dravm was that a client's verbal out-
put was consistent over a one hour session.
In spite of the fact that counselors did not demonstrate a signi-
ficant difference in their use of the techniques with the exception of
probes, five of the six verbal indicators were effected as a function
of counselor influence. Although a certain amount of the counselor's
verbal behavior was controlled, it did not account for the large vari-
ability among counselors to differentially effect clients. Specula-
tions were made concerning other attributing factors. Such variables
as the counselor's age, personality, attitude toward the counseling
approach, language style and non-verbal communications were considered
as influencing factors. It was demonstrated that training counselors
to perform in a consistent manner and to use techniques of a style in
a prescribed way, does not eliminate the powerful effect of the indi-
vidual counselor's presence upon the client.
The techniques were not significantly different in their ability
to effect the six verbal indicators. Although some trends were ob-
served, no significant differences existed. It was felt that the tech-
niques were equally used by the counselor except for the probe were
also equally effective in producing the six indicators.
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PART I
Introduction to the Reconstructive Style of Therapy
Turn to next page and begin
(infe)rential The inferred forces that cause behavior is called
dy( ) content.
1-20 1-21
manifest The reconstructive style of therapy focuses on
dy content.
1-40 1-41
Test Page 1
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There are many styles of therapy.
1-1
(dy)uamic Dynamic content is inferred from
content.
1-21 1-22
(dy)namic Through manifest content, the reconstructive style
of therapy focuses on content.
1-Al 1-42
Test Page 2
manifc£3£
dynaialc
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1-2
Ifc'niScDt b'Ghsvior ia yiqqqqsiq^ iti ordar to tnaks
inics’wXiSO abetit ths con6e»st •
1-22 1-23
TliQ reconotrtictlvo style of therapy foctsaeo os
ccQtsst through
cont€iat«
1-42 1-43
Test Pago 3
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Btylo
dyitfuaic
dytxaaic
Bianifcot
Kr,ns? cfca conv3tatioaal charactci'lo&ica of poy-
cha&bsrapy c'^q ccmteisiad vrithia tha
etylo of thoffapy.
1-2 1-3
&itGsaeeion io fepllod ±n tho uo^d
ccalies^e
1-23 1-24
Cots^isoloL's teliiss a ctcaea that givoa
roeogaitloa to fcollag© is e third characteristic
0^ tho stylo of therapy. v
\
\
1-43
Test Pago 4
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reconstructive One of the characteristics of both psychotherapy
and the style of therapy
is that the counselor must identify manifest con-
tent.
1-3 1-4
dynamic The word dynamic Implies that the inferred forces
are inter
1-24 1-25
reconstructive A third characteristic of the reconstructive style
is that counselors give recognition to
1-44 1-45
Test Page 5
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reconstructive
1
(Inter)actlng
1
feeling
In the reconstructive style of therapy, the coun-
selor must identify content.
A 1-5
Internal conflicts result from the inter
of the forces.
25 1-26
If a counselee said, I feel depressed, under cer-
tain circumstances, the counselor could make in-
ference about the words
45 1-46
Test Page 6
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tiaaifoGt
!
(inter) actioa
1-
feel depressed
Identlfyics u&nUaQt coatent is a charactorietlc
.
-
style of tborapy.twifca—1<
i
I
i
“t
\
j
!
1-6
IS an i^dividiial’s cs!?raal acode era aatithotical
to hla reXlgiotis bollefo, tnora la iatsrAsl
1-27
Tho csmsolor gives inpliclt rocogaitioa to v?ords
iE^lyins
1-47
Test Page 7
Ill
rocoaofcrcscivQ Cfeatcat uM.ea rcfors to tho c©uhgs1oq*o cictvual
obSwisfvebiG end verbal
.cxpresoloas io celled
coetcat
•
1-6
conflict
1-27
I
feel (ins)
1-7
l£ an individual 'c caed to achieve is entlthatlcal
to hio nsod for oelf-pirniobsasat through fallwre,
thero lo internal
1-28
la th© ctat<2mcat, I tsm excited, th© couasalor must
give Implicit refereae® to the vord
1-471 1-4
S
‘ I
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X&CZtliQBt
conflict
excited
All Ctidiblo' responsGS J!jfo2i tb© coiraGGlea are coa~
eidered
^ cxpi?eooloas* ;
1-7 1-8
Ej^roasioiis that am cteted figuratively rather
than c;jplicitly ere iriteraal
1-28 1-29
In rcconotructiva therapy j counselors give iisplicit
recognition to
. •
1-43 1-49
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(va)rbal Ml ccmsisclca ctateKaoto aro
Glc:2ae
©xpres-
1-9
cou21±cZu
1
f
\
i
i
1
(
i
1
1-29
j
I
!
j
feciiTig
l
I
?
I
]
5
i
i
i
r
.cs'iil;licSs gi’o osras’osGcd
1-30
Tho tbrco charECterletlcQ of th^> reconstructive
ctylo oS t^aaropy cr©
I
I
1-49 i 1-50
»
i
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vozhal All responses of the ccsmsalco that caa bo seen ore
coiiiSldczGd
^ ^ ^ ^ expressions.
1-9
1-10
flgurativoly
1-30
I
1
I
!
I
i
Hothapbors aro Ojiaaplcn of internal
being ejnpressed fig-oratlvoly.
1G31
( I
\
gives rocognltioa
|
to feelings !
Identifies tmnlfesttoj
toatent |
focuses oa dynas'alc
|
^caching the couBceieo new methods of problcta
solving is the goal of
.
.therapy..
1-50 1-51
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^obear)v£ibl©
& 3l-
conflicts
!•
roconstructivo
1-51 !
10
I
1
1
I
I
i
!
1
i
j
i
(
I
I
*32
It the eounsolco boglno to ,bito his laallo* this rco-
pcssa v?et:Xd bo ccnsldored ea
.
1-11
BtateinaaSs I £'g©!1 lilm 1 m talking on cgg-
chellOp is c.a gsgs^Iq of a ,
1-32
i
'
<.
i
1 IdcatifyXns ciaaifest conCast C2sd focuolng
f on dj^aanjic content, tbo eounsolor teaches tho cotm-
! cqXos ciothodo of eolviao.
-51 1-52
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obsoxvabXo
problem
Manifest content refers to nil
^ rea~
po^ceo ciad© by the counsGlee*
I
i
I
1-11
1
i
1-12
i
I
i
»
A VK>rd- or phraso used to euggoet: eat idea or object
1g called e .
1-32
,
)
1-33
I
i
t
There ar© sis: tocbnlquos necessary for teacbisis
tiay • of probleza solving.
1-52 1-53
TestPags 13
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(v)o5rbai
cscte.'pbor
laothodo
t
)
I
AXi verbal responoee made by tbs coisosclea are
coatsae«
1-12
I
1-13
Tho Gtateaant, ”I plo'^-7 ' throti<>h my bc^m-^'.i'ork every
nisht" is the wsa of s
.
1-33 1-34
In order to teach more effective tEethodo of pro-
bl&a oolvins* the coun>D:3lor must knoy the oix
1-5S
I
1-54
t
!
1
j
i
i
I
:i
(
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Aa obsorv’Gble bohcivior c-Jilbited by the coutisoloe io
coasidored
_______
ccatroat.
1“13
X-14
motG-pboif CS2ii33le Sir^d tcdiv^ia could bo jj^^ayred froa ebo
^ _ in the otafeeaeat ^bovoo
1-34 1-35
tochalquss Thor© cro els CechaiquOD necoGoajry for toochlns
cioro effective ncthoda of
Bolvins,
1-5A 1-55
Test Page 15
I(p)lo'v/
problca
I
i
I
(
1
t
I
j
i
!
I
119
If a cc'jsaseloo fi<il£oec la fcio coat, thlo vould bo
balled coateut. ’
1-14 1-15
\
i
i
i Haeaaphos's arc esseples o5 the figurative opsocb a
• ccuiisalco Slight U3S la taanlfostlag ItitcrGsl
»
‘4
1
{
I
1
»
!
I
1-35 1-36
Gcaorally, tbo cyoteauitlc prododuro of reachi-ag a
desired goal is called s ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^<jua.
i
\
)
I
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mns?.i§c3£
conflieta
technl (qua)
llsialfoos coTitGi^z srcfors to counsolco i*©spoaoes uhlch
ci’o
.
aii'i
1-15 1-16
latomal coaflicto s.va m^alfcstcd fi®
k7 s:Qfil33Sf tbaa c*:p3,lcltly.
1-35 1-37
Es\ch tccl-iaique helps reader tha desired
of reeeastructivc therapy.
1-55 1-57
Test Page 17
verbal and
observable
121
The reconstructive style of therapy identifies
content.
1-16
1-17
(f ig)uratively Internal conflicts refer to the interaction impli-
cit in dy content.
1-37 1-38
goal There are six techniques in the
style of therapy.
1-57 1-58
I
Test Page 18
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manifest Focusing on dynamic content is a second character-
istic of the
of therapy.
style
1-17 1-18
(dy)namic Dynamic content focuses on internal
1-38 1-39
reconstructive END OF PART I
1-58
TestPage 19
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rGCi-aj^tnictivta
!
i
j
1
Coatons xshtch refers to l^farrod forcoa lo called
-— content.
1»2.8
1-19
COjjflictS %Gt reconst^iuctiva style of therapy focuoes on
dynamic content throur<h
content
•
1-39 1-40
To p. 1
Test I'ags 20
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Vroilo r:'aai£cst Is oboosrviibls
,
dymtiiic
ccTiteric is infer
.
'
1-19 1-20
To p. 1
laaalfest
l-/>0
Test 21
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clarifications
2
probe
PART II
Techniques of the Reconstructive Style of Therapy
Turn to next page and begin
Clarification are open-ended
29 2-30
Counselee
;
My grades have always been excellent but
now I am having difficulties in everything.
Counselor ; You mentioned before that your studies
become difficult for you when all your sisters and
brothers come home to visit...
The counselor’s response v;ould be called a
-59 2-60
Test Page 22
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Xtaf.o:rprc£3t:icQ ic •
.
in feha
rocetissriictivQ ctylo c¥ tb-orapy.
2-1
Clarification atater.ientg are
2-30 2-31
*• \
\
\
V
^
I
reotatement Cotsrig^'ilca ntatRi^iant t Ky undo is ouch a nieo • |
'
parasite. -A
Coimsclor statetaont ? You Eosn ho’ic nico but ho* 8 > \
a parasito.w. ' ; N
Tho coiiagalor'e responc© vould be called a
2-60 2-61
Test ?ase 23
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technique
2
open-ended
2
clarification
If the counselor connects two or more statements
together which have been presented separately by the
counselee, the statement is called an
tion.
1 2-2
Counselee statements : Everything is V7rong school,
my job, my love life....
Counselor statement ; You seem to be saying that
your whole life is going wrong
The counselor’s response would be termed a
-31 2-32
Counselee ; I want to get a divorce but I won’t have
a job or anything sometimes Jack can be
sweet but other times I don’t have any friends.
Counselor: Give a counselor response: reflection:
-61 2-62
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luterpraSa (tloa) Aa 2.Q tio coiiiiect togatbssr oaa or
cvoro
2-2
2-3
clcrificatlcn
: Ky uaelo is cuah a nico
p£t?;as2.t(36
: You tzBsn ha is nlco bus ha's a
parasisOo c a * « » *
5^112 coun33lor*s rcapoaoQ uould bo called a
2-32 2-33
InScrpretatio^j probe, clarificatioa, rcacatemant
C32.d roflecsion ere s of the ro-
cOiiatractive etylc of therapy.
2-63
Test Pago 25
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clr-rifIcatAoa
technique (a)
XnSorpiJotGtloTi vf^icb usiially link or explain oboar'
vstlons 1® a « •
2”4
C©ri!?3ola^s 1 EP £allii?.3 is levs ulfcb hsr . . . o . atkd I
CE'iT or do enywhlas v^lisa I don ’ t osq bor « • •
«»•« and yot X eba ^oiild not bo ^aitMul to tao
„X ^U3t don't kno^ udiicb to t.ura«
Cot:-50Blorj Yon uoat to eontinuo Doolns Yo^ bwt you
G^~^Araid ebo uiil lu^rt
Tts coisiisolor's responso lo tcraod n —
[“33
2-34
Bnr:inarlsatiGa io cnothoi* —
.
tba vecoai5tractive Gtylo cf thorapy.
2-63
2-64
}
Test Paga 26
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teclml(qua)
2
clarificGtloii
tcchnlquo
XnterprGtatioao usually iiuk. or esplaln
•A 2-5
GSaterant ! I i/aat to get married but not
nOKt year; Z uaat to fialah ny euucatloa. J. inoiet
lyo CQt m-arrlcd nout yoar^ and that X r^o to Xll.
Co^^tioalor otatc^'-ent s It counda aa thou^sh you are
cauj^'.it la o bind; on the one hand you \?aat to get
tiarriod and oa the other hand, you i?ant to flnlch
your educcition.
Ihe counaiclor otatcxaent uould be called a(u)
-34 2-35
If a cousoelor rostatca one or more pointo that e
couasolea has vorbalised, the response is called a
-64 2-65
Test Pago 27
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statements
observations
2-
interpretation
2
summarization
Interpretations usually or
observations
.
5 2-6
Counselee : I hate to visit our neighbors; I always
get upset and angry with them.
Counselor: What makes you angry?
The counselor’s response would be termed a
35 2-36
The technique of summarization restates one or
points that a counselee has verbalized.
-65 2-66
Test Page 28
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link
probo
oior©
e*i.7jlain CourigcleQ ota^jiGttiant : I can’t seen to vrrite ciy
Esi^liGb pn*pjroc,». the words won’t ccjtaa,,,,! ca
£oitis to fell fe3lish. * .1 clways do*
Coiv.aoe3.or ctatOTr.nnt ; Perhaps the feeling that you’re
going to fali Unglish keeps you frcai boiag able to
even begin uriting.
The ccunsolor’c otateaent would be called an
2-6 2-7
C^tipsalcas I really would like to keep the baby but
I know ‘i should it up for adoption*
.
X want to go to echc-ol but 1 wuot have tiioney to
tclte caro of tho baby* »...»».**
Givo tliQ counaolor'c responses clarifications j
.
2-36 2-37
CounGo.lee i I bate school.*** I can’t find e job
without G high school dlploisa. * . * *tny folks need
tioaay*
Counsc-j.or s lliuo far you’ve said 1* you hate school
2* yVu cim^t find a job without a high school
diploraa L 3. your folks need raonsy* The couaDolor’e
responoo wo^Jld bo termed a
2-66 2-67
I
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Intorp^Gfcaelca
2-
,Coi,-!asQl<?a o sates-'.sat ; I vant to get Eariried but cot
riei:e yaa?; X^ujat to finioh ty odueatica. J. iaslat
va get carried li-ost year^ and that I mova to 111.
CoaasQlog ctatesiaa
t
; It eovads ac thouj^ you are
ia a oIbcI; ca tha ono hand you want to get
carried and oa the other hand, you x^eut to finish
your cdueatlon.
Tha coaaseloi* ctatesisat would bo called an
7 2-8
Three tochniquoo of recoaatructive ctyl© of therapy
are
» _ »
end
t
2-38
Ccr^agsloQ: I don’t want to go in the cervico but I
daa’t vent to go to jail either perhaps I
could go to Canada. ...... I could try for a C.O.
ComGCilor ; You've said that you don't vent to go
in the aervico, hovover yo\i don't want to go to
jailj you could go to Canada or you could try for
& C.O.
The eoiinselor’fl respease vrotild be terreed a
67 2-68
Test Page 30
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interpretation
^ounselee statement ; (as the counselee talks, the
counselor notices that the counselee ’s hands are
trembling) I really don’t want to get a divorce.
C^ounselor statement ; The thought of a divorce upsets
you so much it makes you tremble.
The counselor’s response would be termed an
2-8
2-9
interpretation The technique that links or explains observation
probe is called a(n)
clarification ^
*
2-38 2-39
summarization Counselee ; I’m tired of worrying about all these
problems, I can’t solve any of these things.
Counselor; I hear you saying all of your problems
are really getting you down
The counselor’s response would be called a
r
2-68 2-69
Test Page 31
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interpretation
2
interpretation
2
(r)eflection
Counselee ; I suppose if I really faced the fact I
would have to admit that I have never loved my
father. There is something about him that bugs me.
Counselor : You have never felt comfortable with
your father.
The counselor's responses would be termed an
9 2-10
The technique that questions counselee statements
is called a
39 2-40
Counselee ; Jamie and I fight all the time now, we
never use to fight like this before.
Counselor : You said before that you and Jamie never
fought during the last three years of your re-
lationships, now all of a sudden you’re fighting.
The counselor's response would be termed a
-69 2-70
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interpretation
2
probe
2
restatement
Counselee ; Sometimes I wonder v;hether anything
matters. I wonder whether I really belong. Am I
getting anyv/here? Why am I in college? I don't
know v?hether I belong here or not.
Give the counselor's response: interpretation:...
10 2-11
The technique that explores ambigous or conflicting
statements is called a
40 2-41
Counselee statement
:
Everything is wrong. ... school
....my job... my love life....
Counselor statement : You seem to be saying that
your whole life is going wrong
The counselor's response would be termed a
70 2-71
»
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clarificGtica
2-^jl
I eifii'Xficatioa
2-71
lGtssfprct:ntica is oaa tochniquo of tha
Cifcyle of tliasrapy.
2-12
EGGtateuoat is a fourth of ru-
couctructiva therapy.
2-42
Cot^yaleo ; I tiiinlc I’ll travel to Europe this
Eircaar , »«...! havo a good offer for a job ........
If I fail mth at ecbcol. I’ll hava to go to cusiaar
school.
Course.lor : Give tha counselor rospoaoe: Gtreaiariga-
t±€a:
2-72
Test Page 34
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®racono truc£ivo
2-12
tGClmiqu;2
2-42
/
1
A prob© io © OGCoad of tha
roeeastvyceiva otyl®~ofThorSpyI
2-13
If a counselor brinss eoi-nsolea prooemtod ossporlGaeas
to bea^ \r^cn conteat prescatly boiris dlGcaaoed, tho
techalqi-a is called
•
2-43
Kcffis the d1% tQcbaics of tha rcccastruetiva style
of thereby.
Intor_
Pr
Clari_
Px28ta
Eaf_^ ^ ^
Sira
2-73
I Test Pass 35
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technique Interpretation is one technique of the reconstruc-
tive style, a second technique is called a
2-13 2-14
restatement The technique of restatement brings counselee pre-
sented ex to bear upon new con-
tent.
2-43 2-44
(inter) pretat ion
(pr)obe
(clari) f ication
(resta) tement
(ref )lection
(sum)marizatlon
Counselee ; I've always gotten into jams.... I can't
get out of.... like now with the principal.
Counselor statement : You see yourself getting into
jams like you did with your 7th grade teacher
and the guidance counselor.
The counselor's statement would be called a
2-73 2-74
Test Page 36
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probe
2
(ex)periences
restatement
If a counselor examines, through a question, a
counselee's statement, the questioning is called
a
-lA 2-15
Counselee ; I’ve alv/ays gotten into jams... I can't
get out of . . . . like now with the principal.
Counselor statement ; You see yourself getting into
jams like you did with your 7th grade teacher and
the guidance counselor.
The counselor’s statement would be called a
-44 2-45
The technique that restates one or more points
that a counselee has verbalized is called
-74 2-75
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pircbe
2
roatetGi^iit
2
cucsaarisutlon
P^ob@9 ci'i'2tiisa c©U3-'Jq1o3 0tateis:^to by isBCins of
15 2-16
Corr^ealc-^ : Jasnio cad X figbt all tha tliis aci^, uq
aevar isao to figlat liko this bsforo.
Cot^galoy: oald bofora tiiat you aad Jcsdo aevar
fought: during tha last; three years of your rala-
tiozishipo, DOW all of a sudden you're (iightins.
To.3 counselor's rooponae would ba tosEed a
45 2-46
Tha tecliTslqua that reotstea the coinoelee'e coss-jat,
giving rococnltion, to fealS-ngs cad to the usia
eiibstaacsa of the otatoassat la called »
-75 2-76
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Quasticas uhlch elicit totbar Isifonaatioa f^oa
tlko eouaaal^ia cvo called .. . »
2-16 2-17’
rcotatetiant ^ falling in lo'^ vrith ha^e....€^il I
otv,fly or C.o enything \7han I don't ess her. ..••
end yot S knov? t;ho uonld not bo faithful to cio..*.*
I juot don’t ko.ov7 xjhlch vvy to turn.
CounaelQt;^ Yotr^^ant to continue sesins Taxm but you
ere afraid cho uill hurt you»««»»»«
The counselor’s reepoase Is torraed a
2-46
2-47
reflection « Counsclae; I hate school
I cen’t find Q job
witb.out fi high school diplc«aa. , . . . . foUts noed
cjoaey.
Cox5.i3 f3lorj Thuo far you'vo said 1. you hate school
2, you can’t find a job without a high school
diplojsa & 3. your folks naad laoney.
The cornsolor’s response, would be tertiad a
2-76
2-77
Test Pngo 39
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probes
2
clairf-ficatioa
2
suiaaarl.nation
s 2 doa*t dig sclioolj lc*8 a
roal boc^av:.*
-P-P'*"'^**32Qy } 1‘Jiist do you issisi?
Th3 co?jasQlor'B rcspcsass v/ould b© coaeldored a
17
2-18
t: : I foal strange all the tltie....
lor 6eatc.i5ent ; to you tell isa a little core
about tliis Gtrange fesling?
The c.Oi3iselo::*s response would be cosaldared e
47 2-48
The tecliiiique that brings counselea presented e:^-
parienccs to bear upon new content io called
77 2-78
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n pi'obQ
; I foal atreaga all tha tins.,..
.^^*t^iHLv.2Sl-2.£^££S3ZiS.* cell l3 a llttla t2or©
ebc*«8 this streaga fcoliag?
Tha coixiioo2.o^*o ysspoisso wouid ba coasidsfad a
2-18 2-19
CoiyiSQloQ; T. suppose If I really faced tho fact I
voulfl have to cdiiAt Chat I have uevar loved isy
father. Thoro Is coanthing ebeut hisi that bugs tss.
Cc'c:so-alor ; You have never folt corafortablo vith
your fathat*.
Tha coraselor’s respease would be terriod g
2-48 2-49
rcstatecaant The tQcl“alqus that lieJiO or osplalns obsasvatica
lo callad •
2-78 2-79
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(As tl-*a coimsolcQ tallis, the
co^selor obsarves that the comeelcQ’o voica isQulvaring)
is your voica qtdvQring
.
ecaa tnic tc7>ic uocat that much?
Tua cou2iGaXOif*o tospossa uo5i3.d be tesnsad a
2~19
2-20
intGrpratatioa Con2 1^t^: My grades hava al.vays been eKeaHeat but
now I £J3 having difficulties in evajrytiiiag,
iscTiticsiad before that your eu^’idlos
bccc-iia CiiffiGult for you whcMii all your sletors aad
brothers cosis hc^a to visit
Coiaaolor rsopenso uculd ba torr;2iad n
2-A9 2-50
Intarpretatioa ThQ todmiqua that quostiens couaeolee statoiaant
Id called c •
2-79 2-80
Test Page 42
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probe
restatement
probe
^unselee ; I hate to visit our neighbors; I always
get so upset and angry with them.
Counselor ; What makes you angry?
The counselor s response would be termed a
2-20 2-21
The technique which brings counselee experiences to
bear upon new content is called
2-50 2-51
Counselee
;
I am afraid to go for the audition be-
cause all the others have had formal training; I'm
sure they are much better than me but I did win
five awards already.
Counselor : I hear you saying you feel insecurity
about competing at the audition in spite of all
the awards you've won.
The counselor's response would be termed a
2-80 2-81
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Cg^mseleQ Gtatamcd^it ; I csn’t seoa to vrita tiy
Esslish papK25*r3 .... .the words won’t coiaa ....*. 1
Cioi going to fail English..,, I always do*
Cpr^BoloY ctatergati T'cidiaps the fcolins Chat
you’sfa going to fail Eagilsh keepo you from baing
able to Gvaii begin writing.
Tho cotiacolor*£j otatGriiat would bo terc^d &(n)
2-21 2-22
rcstatonont Eaflection io another of rc-
ceaatrwetiva ctylQ of tharapy.
2-51 2-52
j reflection Tha technique that explores aabigoua or conflicting
etateicents is called
_____
.
2-Sl 2-82
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iuterprceaSica
^ bava z real thln^ about solng to
doctors
Give the comselor’a reaponao: Probe:......,.
\
2~22 2-23
techalque If a coimsoXor rootatcs the coi^j^aelao’e cora^nty
giving re cogill tixn, to feellnge cad Co Clio csaln
eubctfiuces of the GtatcGent, the jraspcaoa io
torrid a
2-S2 2-53
clarification While dynaaic content is inferential, manifest
cf^Zcat is ,
2-83
TestPega 45
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refloctioa
observsblG
I
1
IXco techaiqu2o of the rccooatructiva stylo of
therapy are end
2~2A
PxoflGctioiiS restate the eounselee*o ccr^ssaat gj.ving
I’acegjiitiea to the r.ain substance ej^d to
C533S 2-54
Coiarselce ; I’ta never going to amount to much
Couasaloy : la other words, you feel you’re docx^d...
The counselor’s response would be termed a
2-S3 2-84
TestPiigc 46
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Coterpretatioa
probo
2-24
fcGllasQ
2-54
reflection
2-84
Clarification io a third tccbuiqus of tbo
.
stylo of tborapy.
2-25
Rafioctionfi rcotato the counseloe’e cosaaont giving
racosuition to feallngs and to the
Eubstaace.
2-55
Ksaic the el:; tochnlQues of the reconstructive style
of therapy.
2-85
Test Page 47
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reconetructivs
.
IS e cciiasialor restates a previously embigouo or
coaflictius etctecionte, the tochniqua la tCKuad
2-25 2-26
Cou-aoclee t l*ia never going to asio’jsit to nuch.
Cpt^sLoelor : In other vordo, you feal you’re
docruod. • « . .
.
The couTiGalor’s rospoaso vould be termed a
2-55 2-56
interpretation
probe
clarification
refloctlcn
oumniarization
reotater^ent
END OF PART II
2-85
Test Page 43
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clarification Clarification lo usc4 to inveetlgato eabigous or
statcmeatQ.
2-26
2-27
ref ;ectop;n 5;'ta tired of worrying about ell those
P&oulcrij^ j X Cim*t solve any of tliGse tliingo*
<
1 hoar you cayiag o3.1 of your probleics
era really getting you clo^ja.
tiia cc^imoslor’c responae would bs colled a
2-56 2-57
Test Page 49
ccmflicfilssg
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^'‘4>iS0533 DtatGsnoate ato ©splot’ed throu^'h th«
tGclmiqeo tetTnod
.
2-27
2-28
reflection I efrMd to go for tliG cuditioa bc-
cau2;e Cil tho others have had formal training; I’w
enre they cro caicb bettor than m but I did ^
flvo already.
^ you oaylng you fool lasocurity
about corspating at tho audition in cplt© of all the
etjardo you*va von.
Tho cotinGolor’o respenso would bo toraiad a
2-57 2-58
Test Pago 50
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clarification
otateaants vhlch explore emblEoas orconflicCiag ctateii^ctite ere colled
2‘^23
2-29
To p,22
reflection
X don’t dig echool; it*B a
real booaarl
(^uriealor otaterrant i What do you Eeen?
The counselor’s reoponca vould bo concidored a
2-58
2-59
To p.22
Test Page 51
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PART III
Use of the techniques in exploring manifest content
and focusing on dynamic content
Turn to next page and begin
manifest Since restatements bring counselee experiences to
bear upon new content, restatements explore
content
.
3-11 3-12
verbal
observable
The counselor explores manifest content explicitly
and dyncunic content figuratively by use of the
que.
3-23 3-24
Test Page 52
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Content which refers to the counselee’s actual
observable and verbal expressions is called
content.
3-1
manifest Restatements deal with content
.
3-12
3-13
techni (que) The techniques are used to explore dynamic content
fl
3-24 3-25
Test Page 53
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(TTiani)fest
3
manifest
3
(f i)guratively
The counselors use the six techniques to explore
content.
1 3-2
Restatement is a que.
13 3-14
Counselee statement : Things are really getting me
down.
Counselor : You feel depressed!
The counselor's response would be a figurative use
of the re technique.
25 3-26
Test Page 54
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manifest
techni (que)
(re) flection
Manifest content refers to all counselee expressions
which are and
-1
3-3
In the reconstructive style of therapy, manifest
content is explored by use of ques«
1-14 3-15
Counselee ; (The counselor observes that as the
counselee is talking, she is vigorously striking
her wrist with some metals bracelets.)
Counselor statement ; Whom are you beating?
The counselor's response would be a figurative use
of the technique.
:-26 3-27
TestPage 55
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verbal
obQsrvabla
t©chnl(quG:
probo
SIqcq I'atoirpi’oiiatiiofts coatiaets tos^tbar observable
or vorbol oxpranslotio latcrpretaelcas deal with
coateat*
3-3 3-A
) Rsfloctloa cad eiisasiarlKCfilon are quec *
3-15 3-16
In tba previous csci£.plo, if having noticed the
counseled*© bshavior,' the counsalor eaysj you coem
very hostilo when ve diocuss your husband instead
of w-hoa era you beating, the responsQ \7o^ald ba the
figurative ui5e of the
technique*
3-27 3-28
Test Pago 56
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dc^ifost
tGcbni (qu©3 )
reotatGnaat
Xiiterpi?etatioaa may deal with obscwablQ or
- . , - : e^tprQaaionoi •
3-4 3-5
CisGQ i’GS3,octlo2i end s^^,arisat:ioKS are tech'alquQOj
rcSlQctioa Gi>.d eir^arlsatioa dea3. uleh
coaseat.
3-16 3-17
Cptinoolrso fiftatenant t I ^ant to f?.nioh high Gchool
bwt it's really a dreg..,. I aa really interested
in theatre.
I
got fired from irsy job go 1 have v.o
Incomo, BUC30 I go to lay pareato.
Coynsalor p
t
atexaent : You sees confused, first you
vant Co finich high Gchool but you don’t like it,
eecondly, you aro interested in theatre and third,
you have no iacoma bo you’re coaoidGring going to
your parents.
The counselor's respona© is a figurative use of the
,
technique.
3-28 3-29
Test Pago 57
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verbal
3-5
E£iaifCJO£
3-17
sinanarlEation
3-29
^
macGS of a qucetlo^a probas elicit further lu-fomatiOQ iu the fora of or
— — ospresslona.
3-6
Xu the roccrjstructivG etyle therapy, the counselor
focusea oa d^asaic coatciit fchroush
coatOiJw* —
3-18
Ccrnaolea etstesiapt i (Cousaoelee is slouched In the
chair lookino diotraught frwmiug, eyes foctislns
cuay from the counoelor) I am very happy udth ray
new job; tho people are Just great
I
Give tho couGsolor responoa using tho clarification
tochaiquo figuratively.
3-30
Test Page 58
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V0Sbl2l
obsc^rvGbla
Psfobos GisplorG coaCcat
.
3-6
3-7
lassi^Gct The fo-co that cmso bohavior to cgUqcI
content.
S-i8 3-i9
.statc.aaati i (Couasaior has cuskad cha coisa-
CGlea a qu-astica* • « . .counoclao earatches hor hsad
..*rv,bs hor GyGs...ya^9..».) Silcmc36..c.6.«..c.
Give tha coimcKalor's rcsponsQ uaiag ths iatorpro-
tation tcclmiqua fij^rativoly.
3-30 3831
Test Page 59
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icanifoot ¥Ullo clari^icatioao restacea comsselo© remairka,
probaa comseloe rc?aarks.
3-7 3-8
dynanic Eanifost behavior is necessary In order to make
infercGces about
,
content*
3-19 3-20
While the techniques are used to explore manifest
content explicitly, they are used to explore dynamic
content «
3-32
Test Pago 60
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question,
explore
or Investigation
The technique that restates counselee ambigous or
conflicting remarks is called
3-8 3-9
dynamic If
^
during a session a counselee began to wring his
hands
,
this behavior would be termed man!
content.
3-20 3-21
figuratively
END OF PART III
3-32
Test Page 61
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clarification ications are concerned wltVi manifest content
because they are used to restate the counselee's
ver expressions.
3-9 3-10
(mani)fest The counselor uses the techniques to explore
content.
3-21 3-22
Test Page 62
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(vor)bal
manifest
Xochnlque
are uned
Q in the rcoonotmctivo ctylo of fchayapy
to explore content
•
3~I0
3-11
To p.52
Tdq coiiiir>ci.osf mould us© tibc tscVinicfues to obtain
further iaforcmtioa In tliO form of
*
counooleo expreRsiona.
3-22 3-23
To p.52
Test Pago 63

Phase 1
Post Test and br for each item used
Test Item
1. Reconstructive therapy contains conventional characteris-
a) directive therapy b) client-centered therapy c) ges-
therapy d) psychotherapy
2. Internal conflicts are expressed a) figuratively b) expli-
cicly
Counselee statement : I can't seem to write my English
papers,., the words won't come.,..l am going to fail English.
I always do.
Counselor statement : Perhaps the feeling that you're
going to fail English keeps you from being able to even
begin writing.
The counselor's statement would be called
4, The technique that restates one or more points that a
counselee has verbalized is called a) proble b) summariza-
tion c) reflection d) interpretation
5, Manifest content confers to counselee expressions that are
a) implicit and verbal b) observable and explicit c) verbal
and observable d) implicit and explicit
6. Manifest content is to observable as dynamic content is
to a) verbal b) inferential c) audible d) interactive
7. In reconstructive therapy, counselors give implicit recog-
nition to a) ideas b) problems c) feelings d) behaviors
/Vi
V ;
.
/
/
t
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Twenty four client statements developed for phase 2
1. 1 remenier John bolng kicked out of class for throwing a notebook
across the room.
2. My teacher's attitudes are the sai»e as they were when I was In
junior high school.
3. When I was seven I remember throwing a glass at my sister, causing
her to have 13 stitches.
4. I expected to find a new world when I turned 21 but found that
things did not change so fast.
5. I don't know anyone so I stay to myself; it's nice being a hermit
most of the time.
6. I hate being around those girls. They always have a way of making
you feel humiliated.
7. I've been depressed lately. My boyfriend and I am not understanding
each other.
8. I want to keep my baby. in order to keep the baby, I'll have to
go on welfare which I don't want to do.
9. The last couple of weeks have been very depressing.
10. I like to speed.
11. I just don't understand...
12. Last summer was really something.
13. He thinks there is nothing wrong with sex before marriage...! want
to be a virgin when I go down the aisle.
. .perhaps he will break the
engagement if I don't sleep with him.
14. It will be nice if I could speak out but I know I lack self-confi-
dence— sometimes its better not to say anything...! use to be a
blabber-mouth
.
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15. I like the job... I think everything is going fine...i will be here
next summer if I am hired.
16. My roommate and 1 get along really well.
. ,„e both have problems
however it's fun trying to work them out together.
. .we are very
different personalities.
17. I'd like to get married but I feel that there is a need for me to
finish school.
18. I really don't want to teach but I'm sure I'll have to teach where
ever I go.
19. I set my alarm every nite but I can't seem to get out of bed in the
morning.
20. Sometimes I would like to slap him but I always feel guilty.
21. Sometimes I find it hard to like the people whom I love.
22. Everyone here depresses me.
23. I hate a person who constantly lies in order to impress people.
24. Everytime I see a sick child, I feel like I want to cry.
T/y . . ' . 'vWT’-;
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Twenty four client statements developed around a central
theme for phase 3
1. My appearance.... my long hair and bell bottoms is not appreciated
by some of the people in town or in school. They think I should be
a little bit neater. I know how they feel and it disgusts me. I
am going to leave school.
. .pack my bags and take off for Europe.
2. My parents don't understand me at all, although my father understands
me a little more than my mother. I am not going on to college...!
have no reason not to go to Europe.
3. The service will be on my back.
4. I have two groups of friends, one group is the straight kids. They
always want to do what's right. The other group is more with it.
5. I can't quiet reconile myself to being a high school drop-out.
6. I don't want to get a job... I 'll be a free lance liver.
7. If I go to Europe, I don't have to be hasseled, pressured or have
some one on my back or telling me what to do.
8 . I can do my own thing in Europe
!
9. Nobody really understands me.
10. My girl will be hurt if I go to Europe but if she really cares
about me she'll pack her bags and come.
11. I've always hated people who tell me what to do and when to do
it. Now I just never listen to them. I tell everyone to go to
hell whenever they start to hassle me. I just don't give a damn.
12. I've been to Europe before...! don't have to worry about money or
food... I 'll make a lot of friends ... People will let me do my own
thing and dress the way I like.
171
13
.
14
.
15
.
16
.
17 .
18
,
19 .
20
.
21
.
22 .
23 .
24 .
I don't know what I'll do if I get drafted while I'm there. Per-
haps if I stay in Europe long enough, the laws will change and I
can come back to the states.
I feel very happy with my decision to go to Europe,
All the teachers look at me funny because of the way I dress.
School IS a real farce... I am not learning anything! It's a total
waste of time.
When I tell my parents, they'll be all upset and will start lectur-
ing me.
If I remain a draft dodger and can never return, I just settle some
where else.
Everyone thinks I'm stupid for dropping out of school but no one
has given me an alternative.
I am really not concerned about not having a high school diploma;
I can always get a job as a waiter or something.
I'll stay in youth hostel and save some money.
Europe is just so different from the states.
If I got in a real jam, parents would send me some money.
I think I'll find myself there.
*9
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An interpretation
Summary of Techniques
is to connect together one or more statements which
usually link or explain observations.
A probe examines counselee statements by means of a question.
A clarification is an open-ended statement which is used to investigate
ambigous or conflicting counselee statement.
A restatement brings counselee presented experiencies to bear upon con-
tent presently being discussed.
A reflection restates the counselee 's comment giving recognition to the
main substance and to the feelings.
A summarization restates one or more points that a counselee has ver
balized.

Emotional Words Used as Dependant Variables
173
Positive
enjoyment pleasure
enjoy fascinate
nice pretty
stimulating surprise
wonderful competence
fulfill great
potential respect
worth affection
close friendly
love need
understand cheerfulness
delighted content
thrill hope
accept free
care concerned
proud secure
gratitude invites
loyal
anxious
expressing
Negat
tremble afraid
spanked corrupt
turmoil sorry
fuck slutty
hurt gripes
disappointed miserable
despair mad
choke aggressive
shitty confused
withdraw shit
argument worry
defense bitch
deceive ignore
concerns burden
pressure frightens
upset scare
failure worried
puzzle flunk
dismay skeptical
disillusioned sadness
tired discouraged
avoid unhappy
argue flee
hit competitive
grimness kill
pessimistic dislike
prejudiced serious
accuse resent
embarassing
beautiful interesting
good satisfy
relax tremendous
terrific can
able perfect
pass success
smart appreciate
love like
help peace
open excited
happiness laugh
happy optomist ic
luck protect
kind trust
sensitive change
thanks strength
reassure
appeal
try
bothers weak
hassel threaten
spoiled socked
whore cry
dead sneak
rotten mistrust
beat bastard
badly frustrated
damn spite
sorry abuse
wrong dirty
bullshit liar
irks violent
hopeless nervous
lonely tense
shy endecision
doubt moody
mediocre unsure
stupid depressed
alone terrible
sad awful
pain offensive
attack fight
criticize surliness
offend nasty
hate against
defensive
quarrelsome
pisged
angry
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Verbal Indicators of Anxiety Used as Dependant Variables
Indefinites
all any anybody either
anyone both each many
everybody everyone few are
neither nobody none someone
several some somebody
things them something
Ambivalent Constructs
but
should if would since
well because for probably
possibly however maybe guess
surely seems appear
really except
if
V.
i/
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Scoring Sheet for Judges
'-i
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Frequency of Dependant Variables Emitted
Under the Treated Control
Tokens
counselor Seqment Totals
1 2 3 4 5 6
Counselor 1 1209 895 961 718 791 797
876 707 734 327 537 291
Y 1043 801 848 523 664 544
Counselor 2 711 952 931 1329 1176 1016
770 629 526 695 891 795
X 741 791 729 1012 1034 906
Counselor 3 879 985 1183 1184 1128 1110
540 515 754 686 452 700
"x 710 780 969 935 790 905
Grand X 831 791 849 823 829 785
II
1
Treated Control
177
Self
-Reference
Counselor
1 2 3 4 5 6
Counselor 1 129 96 102 58 67 64
92 83 83 35 58 21
jT 111 90 93 47 63 43
Counselor 2 59 85 60 89 95 93
59 67 29 23 33 36
Y 59 76 45 56 64 65
Counselor 3 93 96 124 65 98 105
47 42 51 58 36 63
T 70 69 88 62 67 84
Grand 3T 80 78 75 55 65 64
I
I
I
Treated Control
Indefinites
Counselor Segment
1 2 3 4 5 6
Counselor 1 35 29 26 18 24 27
19 29 21 2 12 7
a 27 29 24 10 18 17
Counselor 2 15 35 19 30 21 30
16 12 16 12 21 23
"x' 16 24 18 21 21 27
Counselor 3 9 18 33 28 14 30
10 17 23 25 6 19
~X 10 18 28 27 10 25
Grand ~X 18 24 23 19 16 23
Treated Control
Ambivalence
Counselor Segment
1 2 3 4 5 6
Counselor 1 49 56 64 35 36 52
40 34 31 11 23 10
T 45 45 48 23 30 31
Counselor 2 43 43 35 67 62 57
23 16 18 24 21 24
X 33 30 27 46 42 41
Counselor 3 41 41 4 32 34 41
41 37 49 69 44 53
41 39 27 51 37 47
Grand X 40 38 34 40 36 40
180
Treated Control
Positive Emotional
Counselor
^
Segment
1 2 3 4 5 6
Counselor 1 53 49 32 23 27 51
20 31 21 14 12 5
"x 37 40 27 19 20 28
Counselor 2 34 43 34 58 35 29
41 35 21 41 55 52
Y 38 39 29 30 45 41
Counselor 3 29 30 46 41 36 41
9 27 41 18 15 15
Y 19 29 44 30 26 28
Grand X 31 36 33 33 30 32
Treated Control
Negative Emotional
Counselor Segment
1 2 3 4 5 6
Counselor 1 33 11 12 5 6 4
1 1 5 0 1 0
x’ 17 6 9 3 4 2
Counselor 2 3 10 3 6 6 10
4 1 2 1 0 1
“x 4 6 3 4 3 6
Counselor 3 0 3 5 8 14 12
2 1 1 1 0 5
F 1 2 3 5 7 9
Grand ^ 7 5 5 4 5 6
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Frequency of Dependant Variables Emitted Under
the Reconstructive Style
Hypothesis 1
Tokens
Counselor Segment
1 2 3 4 , 5 6
Counselor 1 926 842 1035 1070 837 983
890 904 935 870 693 1039
1 1816 1746 1970 1940 1530 2022 5512
"x 908 873 985 970 765 1011 919
Counselor 2 854 1400 1262 2086 1384 2109
547 526 809 519 477 553
i 1401 1926 2071 2605 1861 2662 626
X 700 963 1036 1303 931 1331 1044
Counselor 3 1319 1198 1138 924 984 1286
1654 1848 1673 1232 1800 1240
£ 2973 3046 2811 2056 2784 2526 8097
Y 1486 1523 1405 1028 1392 1263 1350
Grand
^ 3094 3359 3426 3301 3088 3605
Grand ~X 1031 1119 1142 1100 1029 1202
183
Reconstructive Style
Negative Emotional
Counselor
1 2 3 4 5 6
lU Cd-L
Counselor 1 1 5 20 12 7 6
10 20 11 17 9 13
1 11 25 31 29 16 19 63
X 5 12 15 14 8 9 10
Counselor 2 1 4 6 1 6 13
3 1 8 6 1 0
i. 4 5 14 7 7 13 23
T 2 2 7 3 3 6 4
Counselor 3 12 17 18 9 27 19
14 43 16 10 25 12
1 26 60 34 19 52 31 110
“x 13 30 17 9 26 15 18
Grand £ 20 44 39 26 37 30
Grand X 7 15 13 9 12 10
Reconstructive Style
Positive Emotional
184
Counselor Segment Total
1 2 3 4 5 6
Counselor 1 59 37 38 54 34 40
23 24 14 21 24 29
£ 82 61 52 75 58 69 197
T 41 30 26 37 29 34 33
Counselor 2 37 47 54 64 46 71
30 25 29 25 25 43
£ 67 72 83 89 71 114 246
IT 33 36 41 44 35 57 41
Counselor 3 43 51 41 37 52 72
53 36 34 28 37 16
£ 96 87 75 65 89 88 248
48 43 37 32 44 44 41
Grand ^ 122 109 104 106 108 135
Grand "x 41 36 35 35 36 45
185
Reconstructive Style
Ambivalence
Counselor
1 2 3 4 5 6
Counselor 1 32 25 26 44 35 34
50 41 51 34 33 64
2l. 82 66 77 78 68 98 234
X 41 33 38 39 34 49 39
Counselor 2 40 68 67 80 55 101
22 22 26 19 17 28
i. 62 90 93 99 72 129 271
}T 31 45 46 49 36 64 45
Counselor 3 50 71 72 72 61 72
97 96 71 84 105 67-
1 147 167 143 156 166 139 457
F 73 83 71 78 83 69 76
Grand
^
145 161 155 166 153 182
Grand "x 48 54 52 55 51 61
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Reconstructive Style
Indefinites
Counselor
Total
1 2 3 4 5 6
Counselor 1 18 11 6 15 22 14
15 21 21 32 21 22
i 33 32 27 47 43 36 107
~X 16 16 13 23 21 18 18
Counselor 2 26 47 54 59 30 43
16 19 30 24 20 19
£. 42 66 84 83 50 62 194
IT 21 33 42 42 25 31 32
Counselor 3 31 26 34 8 28 40
54 61 45 30 55 35
1 85 87 79 38 83 75 221
X 42 43 39 19 41 37 37
Grand
^
79 92 94 84 87 86
Grand X 26 31 31 28 29 29
Reconstructive Style
Self
-Reference
187
Counselor Segments
1 2 3 4 5 6
Counselor 1 81 76 101 133 76 116
94 106 105 89 65 103
£ 175 182 206 222 141 219 573
T 88 92 103 111 70 109 96
Counselor 2 58 77 83 111 64 122
41 27 29 21 27 20
£ 99 104 112 132 91 142 339
"x 49 52 56 66 45 71 57
Counselor 3 153 118 97 117 89 147
139 171 203 131 176 146
£ 297 289 300 248 265 293 844
146 144 150 124 133 147 141
Grand
^
283 288 309 301 248 327
Grand "x 94 96 103 100 83 109
t /
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Ratios of Dependant Variables Emitted Under the
Treated Control
Tokens
Counselor
1 2 3 4 5 6
±
Grand Sum
U uct X
X
Counselor 1 .29 .32 .25 .35 .38 .49 10.64 .296
.24 .26 .34 .30 .27 .27
Counselor 2
. 33 .28 .25 .24 .28 .25
.30 .31 .35 .29 .28 .27
Counselor 3 .29 .28 .25 .30 .27 .27
.32 .30 .29 .27 .33 .26
1 L.77 1.75 1.73 1.75 1.85 1.79
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Treated Control
Counselor
Self
-Reference
^gment Totals
1 2 3 4 5 6 Grand Sum X
Counselor 1 .11 .12 .11 .11 .11 .07
.11 .11 .11 .08 .08 .08
Counselor 2 .08 .60 .06 .07 .08 .09
.08 .09 .06 .03 .04 .05
Counselor 3 .11 .11 .10 .05 .09 .09
.09 .10 .07 .08 .08 .09
£- .58 .60 .51 .42 .48 .47 3.06 .080
1
Treated Control
190
Indefinites
Counselor
1 2 3 4 5 6
J
Grand Sxim
uuaxs
~X
Counselor 1 .02 .04 .03 .01 .02 .02
.02 .03 .03 .04 .01 .03
Counselor 2 .02 .04 .02 .02 .02 .03
.02 .02 .03 .02 .03 .03
Counselor 3 .01 .02 .03 .02 .01 .03
.02 .03 .03 .04 .01 .03
£. .12 .18 .18 .14 .12 .18 .92 .025
Treated Control
Ambivalent Constructs
Counselor Segment Totals
1 2 3 4 5 6 Grand Sum X
Counselor 1 .05 .05 .04 .03 ,002 .03
.04 .07 .07 .05 .05 .07
Counselor 2 .06 .05 .04 .05 .05 .06
.03 .03 .03 .03 .03 .03
Counselor 3 .05 .04 .04 .03 .03 .04
.08 .06 .06 .10 .08 .08
£ .35 .30 .28 .27 .24 .31 1.75 .049
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Treated Control
Positive Emotional
Counselor Segment Total
1 2 3 4 5 6 Grand Sum X
Counselor 1 .02 .04 .03 .04 .02 .02
.04 .06 .04 .03 .03 .06
Counselor 2 .05 .05 .04 .04 .03 .03
.05 .06 .04 .06 .06 .07
Counselor 3 .03 .03 .04 .03 .03 .04
.02 .05 .05 .03 .03 .02
£ .21 .29 .24 .23 .20 .24 .23 .006
193
Treated Control
Negative Emotional
Counselor Segment Total
1 2 3 4 5 6 Srand Sum X
Counselor 1 .001 .011 .01 .000 .05 .00
.03 .01 .01 .006 .007 .005
Counselor 2 .01 .01 .003 .004 .01 .01
.01 .001 .003 .001 .00 .001
Counselor 3 .00 .003 .004 .01 .01 .01
.003 .001 .001 .000 .000 .007
.05 .03 .03 .02 .07 .03 .23 .006
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Ratios of Dependant Variables Emitted Under the
Reconstructive Style
Tokens
Counselor otiyinen US Totals
1 2 3 4 5 6
Counselor 1 .273 .324 .285 .265 .313 .263
.275 .226 .260 .271 .290 .243
i .530 .550 .545 .536 .503 .506 1.585
.265 .275 .273 .268 .251 .253
.264
Counselor 2 .331 .251 .263 .213 .249 .212
.271 .304 .255 .387 .335 .316
.602 .555 .518 .600 .584 .528 1.694
"x .301 .278 .259 .300 .292 .264 .282
Counselor 3 .245 .252 .264 .260 .269 .202
.236 .222 .234 .248 .212 .248
.481 .474 .498 .508 .481 .450 1.447
X .241 .237 .249 .254 .241 .225 .241
Grand X .269 .283 .260 .274 .261 .247
Reconstructive
Self
-Reference
195
Counselor Segments Totals
1 2 3 4 5 6
t
Counselor 1 .087 .090 .098
.
124 .091 .118
.106 .117 .112 .102 .094 .099
. 193 .207 .210 .226 .185 .217
.621
X .097 .104 .105 .113 .093 .109
.104
Counselor 2 .068
.075
.055
.051
.066
.036
.053
.040
.046
.057
.058
.036
£ .143 .106 .102 .093 .103 .094 .322
X .072 .053 .051 .047 .052 .047 .054
Counselor 3 .116 .098 .085 .127 .090 .114
.084 .093 .121 .106 .098 .118
£ .200 .191 .206 .233 .188 .232 .626
~X .100 .096 .103 .117 .094 .116 .104
Grand X .0897 .0843 .0863 .0923 .0797 .0907
Reconstructive
196
Indefinites
Counselor
1 2 3 4 5 6
J-UUciX
Counselor 1 .019 .013 .006 .014 .026 .014
.017 .023 .022 .037 .030 .021
£ .036 .036 .028 .051 .056 .035 .122
X .018 .018 .014 .026 .028 .018 .020
Counselor 2 .030
.029
.034
.036
.043
.037
.028
.046
.022
.042
.020
.034
£ .059 .070 .080 .074 .064 .054 .201
X .030 .035 .040 .037 .032 .027 .034
Counselor 3 .024 .022 .030 .009 .028 .031
.033 .033 .027 .024 .031 .028
£ .057 .055 .057 .033 .059 .059 .163
"x .029 .028 .029 .017 .030 .030 .027
Grand X .0257 .0270 .0277 .0267 .0300 .0250
197
Reconstructive
Ambivalence
Counselor Segment
1 2 3 4 5 6
Counselor 1 .035 .030 .025 .041 .042 .035
.056 .045 .055 .039 .048 .062
£ .091 .075 .080 .080 .090 .097 .258
X .046 .038 .040 .040 .045 .049 .043
Counselor 2 .047 .049 .053 .038 .040 .048
.040 .042 .032 .037 .036 .051
£ .087 .091 .085 .075 .076 .099 .2580
T .044 .046 .043 .038 .038 .049 .043
Counselor 3 .038 .059 .063 .078 .062 .056
.059 .052 .042 .068 .058 .054
£ .097 .111 .105 .146 .120 .110 .346
X .049 .056 .053 .073 .060 .055 .058
Grand X .0463 .0467 .0453 .0503 .0477 .0510
i
198
Reconstructive
Positive Emotional
Counselor Segment
1 2 3 4 5 6
Counselor 1 .064 .044 .037 .050 .041 .041
.026 .027 .015 .024 .035 .028
2.
.090 .071 .052 .074 .076 .069 .216
X .045 .036 .026 .037 .038 .034
.036
Counselor 2 .043 .034 .043 .031 .033 .034
.055 .048 .036 .048 .052 .078
£ .098 .082 .079 .079 .085 .112 .267
.049 .041 .039 .039 .043 .056 .045
Counselor 3 .033 .043 .036 .040 .053 .056
.032 .019 .020 .023 .021 .013
1 .065 .062 .056 .063 .074 .069 .195
~X .033 .031 .028 .032 .037 .034 .033
Grand X .0423 .0360 .0310 .0360 .0393 .0413
I
199
Reconstructive
Negative Emotional
Counselor
1 2 3 4 5 6
Counselor 1 .001 .006 .019 .011 .008 .006
.011 .022 .012 .020 .013 .013
£ .012 .028 .013 .031 .021 .019 .069
IT .006 .014 .015 .015 .010 .009 .012
Counselor 2 .001 .003 .005 .001 .004 .006
.005 .002 .010 .012 .002 .000 .02
£ .006 .005 .015 .013 .006 .006 .00
~X .003 .002 .007 .006 .003 .003
Counselor 3 .009 .014 .016 .010 .027 .015
.008 .023 .010 .008 .014 .010
£ .017 .037 .026 .018 .041 .025 .08
IT .008 .018 .013 .009 .020 .012 .013
Grand X~ .0057 .0113 .'0117 .0100 .0110 .008
'A'
f'v.l
